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Introductory note 
This catalogue ¡s published annually in each of the nine 
official languages of the European Community. 
It comprises the monographs and series published by the 
Institutions of the Community during the reference period, 
as well as the periodicals C). 
Arrangement of the catalogue 
Publications of which English versions have been issued are 
listed only in that language; otherwise another version, but 











The basis for the alphabetical order in the index, including 
the index for titles and series is the Latin alphabet consisting 
of 26 letters, followed by the Greek alphabet: 
a. b. c, d, e. f. g, h. i, j , k, I, m. n. o. p. q. r, s, t, u. v, w, x, y, z, 
α, β, γ, δ, ε. ζ, η, θ, ι, κ, λ, μ, ν, ξ, ο, π, ρ, ο, τ, υ, φ, χ, ψ, ω. 
Latin characters with accents or diacritic characters have 
the same order as their corresponding capital letters. Liga­
tures are treated as separate letters (e.g. æ ­ ae. ce ­ oe). 
The German Β corresponds with ss. Examples: 
a ­ â. à. à, á. ä 
e ­ é. ê. è. ë 
n ­ ñ 
o ­ ö. ø, ó 
u ­ ü. ú 
Where other language versions also exist, cross­references 
are provided by means of a code, in the following form (this 
code should not be used for ordering purposes): 
IT : 85 ­ 28 
which means that the Italian version is described in the 
Italian catalogue of 1985 under No 28. This number is 
specific to each catalogue; it is a sequence number printed 
in consecutive order, opposite each entry in the classified 
list. 
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows: 
Part I — The classified list provides a subject classification 
of the titles included under 22 headings, each of which is 
divided into subheadings (see p. 8). 
How to obtain publications 
Publications may be available for sale, free of charge, or of 
limited distribution. Those falling into the last two categories 
may be obtained from the issuing institutions, or, where 
they are published by the Information Offices of the Com­
mission, from those offices whose addresses are given in 
the lists on pp. 4 and 5. Publications of limited distribution 
are, however, generally only for the attention of govern­
ments of Member States, Community departments and 
other authorities concerned. 
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the 
Sales Offices listed on the inside back cover. 
All orders should quote the full title, as well as the ISBN or 
ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the 
catalogue. 
Under each heading, monographs are listed first in alphabe­
tical order; there then follows a similar list of periodical 
titles. 
Each title is listed under every relevant heading but full 
bibliographic entries appear only once for each title. Each 
secondary entry is followed by a cross­reference (in the 
right­hand margin) to the sequence number of the full entry. 
Periodical titles appear in the classified list only as cross­
reference entries, full entries being found in Part II. 
Part II — Periodicals presents full details of each current 
Community periodical, listed alphabetically. 
Part III — The indexes of titles and series are listed 
alphabetically and cross­refer, using the above­mentioned 
sequence numbers, to the entries in Part I of the catalogue, 
in which the bibliographic information appears. These in­
dexes cumulate throughout the year. 
Abbreviations and conventional signs 












A sequence of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes 
denotes a publication in which different language versions of 
the same text appear under one cover. 
Prices are without VAT. 
(1) The COM Documents, EP Reports and ESC Opinions 
are listed in other catalogues, which are also edited in 
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28 Progress towards a common transport policy / Maritime 
transport 
author -
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements to the 
Bulletin of the European Communities - 5] 
series title 
publication year-
language of the text -






CB-NF-85-OOS-EN-C ISBN 92-825-5368-X 
price of the volume ■ 
ISBN number 
ECU 2,21 ; IRL 1,60; UKL 1,40; USD 2 / Supplement to the 
Bulletin of the European Communities: BFR i 100; IRL 17,50; 
UKL 14,50; USD 18 
reference to the 
corresponding 
edition in the 
French catalogue 
ES: 85 - 28, DA: 85 - 28, DE: 85 - 28, 
-GR: 85 - 28, FR: 85 - 28, IT: 85 - 28, 
NL: 85 - 28, PT: 85 - 28 
-28 Vers une politique commune des transports / Transports 
maritimes - Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Suppléments au Bulletin des Communautés européennes - 5] 
FR - 1985 - Supplément 5/85 au Bulletin des CE - 72 p.; 17,6 χ 
25,0 cm; broché; 281 g / Communication et propositions de la 
Commission transmises au Conseil le 19 mars 1985 (Document établi 
sur la base du document COM(85) 90 final) 
CB-NF-85-005-FR-C ISBN 92-825-5369-8 
ECU 2,21; BFR 100; FF 16 / Suppléments au Bulletin des CE: BFR 
1 100; FF 166 
ES: 85 - 28, DA: 85 - 28, DE: 85 - 28, 
GR: 85 - 28. EN: 85 - 28, IT: 85 - 28, 
NL: 85 - 28, PT: 85 - 28 
List of headings 
01 General, political and 
institutional matters 
0101 general 
0102 European integration, European 
Union, enlargement 
0103 institutional matters 
0104 financial and budgetary 
provisions 
0190 miscellaneous 
02 Customs union and free 
movement of goods 
0201 customs regulations 





0303 cereals and rice 
0304 fruit and vegetables 
0305 hops 
0306 milk and milk products 
0307 flax, hemp and cotton 
0308 oils and fats 






0315 sheepmeat and goatmeat 
0316 wine and viticulture 
0317 poultrymeat and eggs 
0318 seeds 
0319 animal feedingstuffs 
0320 other agricultural products 
0321 plant health 
0322 veterinary inspection 
0323 European Agricultural Guidance 
and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) 
0324 agricultural structures 




0401 intra-Community legislation 
0402 extra-Community legislation 
0490 miscellaneous 
05 Employment and social policy 
0501 freedom of movement for 
workers 
0502 law and working conditions 
0503 European Social Fund (ESF) 
0504 vocational training 
0505 health and safety 
0506 labour market and employment 
0507 social security 
0590 miscellaneous 
06 Laws and procedures 
0601 treaties, intra-Community 
agreements and conventions 
0602 Community secondary 
legislation 
0603 approximation of legislation 
0690 miscellaneous 
07 Transport 
0701 land, maritime and air transport 
0790 miscellaneous 
08 Competition 




0804 intra-Community dumping 
0805 State aids and other subsidies 
0890 miscellaneous 
09 Taxation 
0901 direct taxation 
0902 indirect taxation 
0990 miscellaneous 
10 Economic and monetary 
policy and free movement of 
capital 
1001 monetary policy 
1002 economic policy 
1003 free movement of capital 
1090 miscellaneous 
11 External relations 
1101 multilateral relations and 
international organizations 
1102 commercial policy 





13 Industrial policy and internal 
market 
1301 Industrial policy: sectoral 
operations 
1302 internal market: technical 
barriers 
1390 miscellaneous 
14 Regional policy 
1401 European Regional Development 
Fund (ERDF) 
1490 miscellaneous 




16 Scientific and technical 
research 
1601 research and information 
management 
1690 miscellaneous 
17 Education, culture 
1701 education and training 
1702 culture 
1790 miscellaneous 
18 Tertiary sector, right of 
establishment and freedom to 
provide services 
1801 insurance and banking 
1802 commerce 
1803 liberal professions 
1890 miscellaneous 
19 Development and cooperation 
1901 food aid 
1902 European Development Fund 
(EDF) 




2001 general statistics 
2002 national accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
2003 population and social conditions 
2004 industry and services 
2005 agriculture, forestry and fisheries 





Classified index Doicimcid i dtaobh na n A on tachas leis na Comhphobail Eorpacha - 1987 - All Institutions GA - 1989 : Eagrån 1987 - Vol. II - 693 Ich.: 21,0 * 29,7 cm: hardcover: ± 1940 g 
FX-80-86-002-GA-C ISBN 92-771-9309-3 / 92-771-9299-2 
ECU 81 / Praghas Vol. I / Praghas Vol. I + 11: ECU 104 
01 General, political and institutional matters 
0101 general 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Paysages - L'Europe de la diversité 
Proceedings of Jean Monnet centenary symposium organized 
by the Commission of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989- 153 pp.: 16,2 χ 23,0 cm: softcover: ± 390 g / 
Brussels. 10 November 1988 
CB-54-88-223-EN-C IS BN 92-825-9320-7 
ECU 3,50 
DA : 89 - 1, DE : 89 - 1, ES : 89 - 1, FR : 8 9 - 1, 
GR : 8 9 - 1 , I T : 8 9 - 1, NL : 8 9 - 1 , PT : 8 9 - 1 
Working together: The institutions of the European 
Community - Noël, E. - Commission of the European 
Communities [European Documentation] 
EN - 1988 : 1988 edition - 47 pp. : 16,2 x 22,9 cm : stapled : 
± 80 g / This booklet discusses Europe's institutional 
mechanisms and provides basic information on the modus 
operandi of the institutions of the EC 
CB-S2-88-897-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8526-3 
free of charge 
DA : 89 - 2, DE : 89 - 2, ES : 89 - 2, FR : 89 - 2, 
GR : 89 - 2, IT : 89 - 2, NL : 89 - 2, PT : 89 - 2 
0102 European integration, European 
Union, enlargement 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
339 
Du système monétaire européen à l'union monétaire 184 
EEC competition policy in the single market 177 
Europe without frontiers - Completing the internal market -
Directorate Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation - 2] 
EN - 1989 : 3rd. edition - 68 pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : stapled : 
± 140 g / Manuscript completed in April 1989 
CB-55-89-245-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9895-0 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 7, DE : 89 - 8, ES : 89 - 7, FR : 89 - 7, 
GR : 89 - 4, IT : 89 - 7, NL : 89 - 8, PT : 89 - 7 
The European financial common market 209 
1992: The European social dimension 128 
A frontier-free Europe - Division IX/E/3 - Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN - 1988: 14,0 χ 20,0cm: stapled: ± 60g 
CB-PP-88-A14-EN-C 
free of charge 
DA : 89 - 6, DE : 89 - 6, ES : 89 - 6, FR : 89 - 6, 
GR : 89 - 3, IT : 89 - 6, NL : 89 - 6, PT : 89 - 6 
I.' ordre juridique communautaire 160 
A people's Europe 161 
Report on economic and monetary union in the European 
Community. Collection of papers submitted to the Committee 
for the Study of Economic and Monetary Union 186 
Le système monétaire européen - Origines, fonctionnement et 
perspectives 187 
L' unification européenne - Création et développement -
Borchardt, K..-D. - Commission des Communautés 
européennes 
FR - 1989 : 3e Édition - 87 p . : 16,2 x 22,9 cm: agrafé: 
± 180 g / Manuscrit terminé en juillet 1989. La brochure 
décrit la genèse, les objectifs, les succès et les échecs de 
l'oeuvre d'unification européenne 
CB-NC-90-00Í-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0730-5 
Gratuit 
DE : 8 9 - 7 , FR : 89 - 8 
Ar Scatti A Chéile - We are all so interdependent that every 
action by each one of us affects in some way or other the 
welfare and destiny of the rest of us - 01(l2fl988 -
Hillery, Patrick J., President; The European University 
Institute, Badia, Fiesolana - Florence 
EN - 1989 - 18 pp.: 14,8 x 21,0 cm: stapled: ± 60g / 
Eleventh Jean Monnet lecture 
OY-55-89-1Í6-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 3, ES : 89 - 3, FR : 89 - 4, IT : 89 - 3 
Bericht zur Wirtschafts-und Wãhrungsunion in der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaft 
Collected Agreements concluded within the framework of 
European cooperation in the field of scientific and technical 
research 
-Vo l .5 : 1987-1988 
A common agricultural policy for the IWfl's 
Completing the internal market: An area without internal 
frontiers / The progress report required by Article 8B of the 
Treaty 
Documents concerning the accessions to the European 
Communities - 1987 - All Institutions 
EN - 1988 : 1987 edition - Volume II - 693 pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7cm: hardcover: ± 1940g 
FX-80-86-002-EN-C ISBN 92-771-9304-2 / 92-771-9294-1 
ECU 81 / Price volumell / Price volumes I +11: ECU 104 
DA : 89 - 5, DE : 89 - 5, ES : 89 - 4, FR : 89 - 3, 
GR : 89 - 5, IT : 89 - 4, NL : 89 - 4, PT : 89 - 3 
181 
319 
1992 and beyond 
PERIODICALS 
European University News 
0103 institutional matters 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Annua] Report 1988 - Economic and Social Committee 
E N - 1989- 121pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: softcover: ± 180g 
EX-54-8S-061-EN-C ISBN 92-8304145-1 
ECU 8,50 
DA : 89 - 23, DE : 8 9 - 15, ES : 89 - 16, FR : 89 - 25, 
GR : 8 9 - 1 7 , IT : 89 -22 , NL : 89 - 16, PT : 89 - 20 
ι 
The Commission's programme for 1989 - Commission of the 
European Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the 
European Communities - 2] 
E N - 1989-65 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: stapled: ± 140 g / 
Address by J. Delors, President of the Commission, to the 
EP and his reply to the debate. Strasbourg, 16 February and 
15 March 1989 
CB-NF-89-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9358-4 
ECU 3,80 
DA : 8 9 - 17, DE : 89 - 9, ES : 89 - 2 1 , FR : 89 - 23, 
GR : 8 9 - 2 2 , IT : 89 - 21, NL : 89 - 26, PT : 89 - 18 
321 
P46 
Publications of the European Communities: 1989 
10 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
Community public finance - The European budget after the 
1988 reform - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 116pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 340 g 
CB-S5-89-62S-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9830-6 
ECU 10,50 
DE : 89 - 17, FR : 89 - 19 
ECU 6,50 
DA : 89 - 19, DE : 89 - 16. ES : 89 - 14, FR : 89 - 20, 
GR : 89 - 20, IT : 89- 17, NL : 8 9 - 13, PT : 89- 15 
Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes 
12 Court of Auditore of the European Communities - Court of 
Auditors of the European Communities 
EN - 1989- 24 pp. : 12,0 x 18,0 cm: stapled: ± 40 g 
(Annex loose leaf) 
MX-56-89-659-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 8 9 - 2 5 , DE : 89 - 21, ES : 89 - 25. FR : 89 - 15, 
GR : 89 - 14, IT : 89 - 14, NL : 89 - 22, PT : 89 - 25 
13 Court of Auditors: Annual report concerning the financial 
year 1988 together with the institutions' replies - Court of 
Auditors of the European Communities [Official Journal of 
the European Communities, series C: Information and 
Notices -312] 
EN - 1989 - 342 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 670 g / 
Adopted at the meeting on 9 November 1989 
FX-AC-89-312-EN-C ISSN 0378-6986 
ECU 38,50 
DA : 89 - 26, DE : 89 - 22, ES : 89 - 26, FR : 89 - 16, 
GR : 89 - 15, IT : 89 - 15, NL : 89 - 23, PT : 8 9 - 2 6 
ECSC coal research - Annual report 1988 
Euratom Supply Agency - Annual report 1988 
14 The European Commission and the administration of the 
Community - Hay, R., Direct.Gen. - Commission of the 
European Communities [European Documentation - 3] 
EN - 1989 - 63 pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : stapled : ± 140 g / 
Manuscript completed in May 1989. Description of the 
European civil service : origins, tasks, originality and 
development 
CB-NC-89-003-ES-C ISBN 92-825-9907-8 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 12, DE : 89- 10, ES : 89 - 18, FR : 89 - 14, 
GR : 89 - 18, IT : 89 - 11, NL : 89 - 12, PT : 89 - 10 
15 Facts sheets on the European Parliament and the activities of 
the European Community - European Parliament 
EN - 1989: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 1040 g 
PE 122.000 
AX-53-88-24S-EN-C ISBN 92-823-0163-4 
ECU 17,50 
DA : 89 - 13, DE : 89 - i 1, ES : 89 - 13, FR : 89 - 18, 
GR : 89 - 19, IT : 89 -19 , NL : 89 - 11, PT : 89 - 14 
16 Forging ahead: European Parliament 1952-1988 - European 
Parliament 
EN - 1989 : 3rd edition - 228 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 550 g / This publication covers the activity of 
the European Parliament over a five-year period, i.e., an 
electoral period 
AX-S2-88-72S-EN-C ISBN 92-8234154-0 
ECU 20 
DA : 89 - 22, DE : 89 - 20, ES : 89 - 9, FR : 89 - 12, 
GR : 8 9 - 16, IT : 89 - 9, NL : 8 9 - 21, PT : 89 - 9 
17 Twenty-second General Report on the Activities of the 
European Communities 1988 (yearly) - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 458 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 700 g 
CB-55-89-027-ES-C ISBN 92-825-9348-7 
ECU 12,50 
DA : 89 - 9, DE : 89 -12 , ES : 8 9 - 17, FR : 89 - 26, 
GR : 89 - 9, IT : 89 - 23, NL : 89 - 9, PT : 89 - 22 
18 Graphic Manual - Directorate-General Information: 
Commission of the European Communities 
ES/DA/DE/EN/FR/GR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - 19 pp. : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : stapled : ± 5 g / Graphic M annual for all 
applications of the EC-Commission's symbol and logotype 
CC-S549-964-9A-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 16, DE : 89 - 13, ES : 89 - 19, FR : 89 - 13, 
GR : 8 9 - 10, IT : 8 9 - 1 8 , NL : 89 - 14, PT : 89 - 16 
19 Guide to the Council of the European Communities (half-
yearly) - 01110/1988 - Council of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 - II/1988 - 161 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 2 2 0 g 
BX-S448-174-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0624-5 
20 1.' ordinamento giuridico comunitario - Louis, J. V., Prof. -
Commissione delle Comunità europee [Prospettive europee] 
IT - 1989 : 3a edizione riveduta e aggiornata - 199 p. : 
17,6 χ 25,0 cm : brossura : ± 390 g 
CB-56-89-392-1T-C ISBN 92-826-0664-3 
ECU 10,50 
IT : 89 - 20 
A publisher for Europe - EUR-OP - Office for Official 
Publications of the European Communities - Office for 
Official Publications of the European Communities 
EN - 1989- 11 pp.: 17,3 χ 25,0 cm: stapled: ± 40 g 
FX-5S-89-431-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 15, DE : 89 - 26, ES : 89 - 12, FR : 89 - 21, 
GR : 8 9 - 12, IT : 8 9 - 10, NL : 89-24 , PT : 89- 13 
22 Rapport annuel 1987 - Fondation européenne pour 
2™ l'amélioration des conditions de vie et de travail 
FR - 1989 - 61 p . : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 275 g / 
233 Part 1: Tour d'horizon de l'année; part II: Aclivil. en cours; 
part III: Annexes 
SY-52-88-3S6-FR-C ISBN 92-825-7929-8 
ECU 6 
DA : 89 - 10, DE : 89 - 14, ES : 89 - 15, FR : 89 - 24, 
IT : 89 - 24, NL : 89 - 15, PT : 89 - 19 
Thirty-fourth Review of the Council's work (yearly) -
01 ¡01 ¡86-31112/86 - Council of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 - 211 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0 cm: softcover: ± 280 g 
BX-48-87-961-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0434-X 
ECU 6,80 
DA : 89 - 21, DE : 89 - 24, ES : 89 - 22, FR : 89 - 9, 
GR : 89 - 13, IT : 89 - 25, NL : 89 - 19, PT : 89 - 21 
24 Thirty-fifth review of the Council's work (Yearly) -
01/01/87-31/12/87 - Council of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 210pp. : 14,8 χ 21,0 cm: softcover: ± 280 g 
BX-53-88-172-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0600-8 
ECU 8,50 
DE : 8 9 - 2 5 , ES : 89 - 23, FR : 89 - 10, GR : 89 - 21, 
IT : 89 -26 , NL : 89 - 18 
25 Statement on the broad lines of Commission policy -
Commission of the European Communities [Supplements 
to the Bulletin of the European Communities - 1] 
E N - 1989-25 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm : stapled : ± 320 g / 
Statement presented by J. Delors. President of the 
Commission, to the EP and reply to the ensuing 
Parliamentary debate 
CB-NF-89-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9659-1 
ECU 3,80 
DA : 89 - 14, DE : 89 - 19, ES : 89- 11, FR : 89 - 17, 
GR : 89- 11, IT : 8 9 - 16, NL : 89 - 25, PT : 89 - 12 
26 Synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities in 1986 and 1987 and record of formal sittings 
in 1986 and 1987 - Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989- 202 pp. : 17,7 χ 24.8 cm: softcover: ± 400 g ' 
This synopsis is intended for judges, lawyers and 
practitioners as well as teachers and students of Community 
law 
DX-54-88-239-EN-C ISBN 92-829-0177-7 
Free of charge 
DA : 8 9 - 2 0 , DE : 89 - 23, ES : 89 - 24, FR : 89- 11, 
GR : 89 - 23, IT : 89 - 13, NL : 89 - 20, PT : 89 - 24 
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CLASSIFIED INDEX 11 
PERIODICALS PERIODICALS 
European Parliament P44 
European Political Cooperation Documentation Bulletin 
- V o l . 4 - 1988 
0104 financial and budgetary provisions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
The Community budget: the facts in figures - Commission 
of the European Communities 
E N - 1989 : Edition 1989 - I03pp.: 29,7 χ 21,0 cm: 
softcover : ± 260 g 
CB-55-89-S76-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9716-4 
ECU 10 
DE : 89 - 29, FR : 89 - 29 
E.C. International Investment Partners 185 
28 Financial report 1988 - European Coal and Steel 
Community - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 34th financial report - 84 pp., 17 ill.(col.), 
11 graphs (col.): 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 340 g 
CB-S6-89-231-ES-C ISBN 92-826-0693-7 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 28, ES : 89 - 29, FR : 89 - 28, IT : 89 - 29, 
NL : 89 - 28 
29 Guide to the reform of the Community's structural Funds -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Document - 104 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 300 g 
CB-S6-89-223-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0029-7 
ECU 11,25 
DA : 89 - 30, DE : 89 - 30, ES : 89 - 30, FR : 89 - 30, 
GR : 89 - 28, IT : 89 - 30, NL : 89 - 29, PT : 89 - 30 
Avrupa 









Europa van morgen 
Europe - Magazine of the Europe Communities 
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Euroscail 


















02 Customs union and free movement of goods 
30 Report (Annex to the 1987 ECSC Annual Report) on the 
accounting and financial management of the European Coal 
and Steel Community - 1987 - Court of Auditors of the 
European Communities 
E N - 1989-80 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled: ± 240 g / 
This present report was adopted by the Court of Auditors at 
its meeting f 9 November 1988. The Commission's replies are 
annexed 
MY-5448-247-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 27, DE : 89 - 27, ES : 89 - 28, FR : 89 - 27, 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Europe against cancer 
Index 1985 - Bulletin des Communautés européennes 
Eighteenth Report on Competition Policy 
Research on the "Cost of non-Europe" - Basic findings - The 
completion of the internal market - A survey of European 
industry's perception of the likely effects - Nerb, G. ; 
Smyth, C. - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 : Public document - Volume 3 - 306 pp. : 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 760 g 
CB-PP-88-D14-EN-C ISBN 92-8253610-3 
ECU 25,50 
DA : 89 - 31, DE : 89 - 31, ES : 89 - 31, FR : 89- 31, 




0201 customs regulations 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
32 Customs valuation - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 481 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 1200 g 
CB-5S-89-229-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8835-1 
ECU 38,25 
DE : 89 - 35, ES : 89 - 35, FR : 89 - 35, GR : 89 - 32, 
NL : 89 - 32, PT : 89 - 35 
33 European customs inventory of chemicals - A guide to the 
tariff classification of chemicals in the Combined 
Nomenclature - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 : public document - 640 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 1560 g / The work includes 32000 chemical 
names and nine languages and replaces the previous edition 
in the Customs Tariff, published in 1981 
CB-S2-88-348-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7919-0 
ECU 33,75 / Per single-language volume / Per nine-volume 
set (nine languages): ECU 232 
DA : 89 - 33, DE : 89 - 34, ES : 89 - 33, FR : 89 - 32, 
GR : 89 - 33, IT : 89 - 34, NL : 89 - 33, PT : 89 - 33 
34 Explanatory notes to the combined nomenclature of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
E N - 1 9 8 7 : Public document-533 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 1330 g 
CB-50-87-461-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7813-5, 
ECU 25,50: BFR 1 100: IRL 20: UKL 17,50: 
USD 30,50 
DE : 89 - 32, ES : 89 - 34, FR : 89 - 34, IT : 89 - 35, 
NL : 89 - 35, PT : 89 - 34 
35 Explanatory notes to the combined nomenclature of the 
European Communities - 1989 edition - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 536 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 1300 g 
CB-5S-89-956-EN-C ISBN 92-825-96344 
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DE : 89 - 33, FR : 89 - 33 
03 Agriculture 
0301 albumens 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome XII: Viande de porc, etc. 152 
0304 fruit and vegetables 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome IV/l : Fruits et légumes (l) 143 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome IV/2: Fruits et légumes (2) 144 
Recueil des actes agricoles 




Animal production - Quarterly statistics 
0314 pigmeat 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome XII : Viande de porc, etc. 
PERIODICALS 
Animal production - Quarterly statistics 
0315 sheepmeat and goatmeat 
P4 
P4 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome VII I/1 : Tabac, houblon 
0306 milk and milk products 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome Χ/1 : Produits laitiers 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome X/2 : Produits laitiers 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Programme de recherche Agrimed - L'évaluation des ovins et 
des caprins méditerranéens 395 
PERIODICALS 
Animal production - Quarterly statistics P4 
0316 wine and viticulture 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome IX/l : Matières grasses (1) 146 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome IX/2: Matières grasses (2), etc. 147 
0309 live trees and other plants 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome IV/3: Fruits et légumes transformés, etc. 145 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
- T o m e X I V / 1 : Vin 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-TomeXIV/2 : Vin 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-TomeXIV/3 : Vin 





MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome XIII : Sucre 
0312 tobacco 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome VIII/1 : Tabac, houblon 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
153 36 Alternative improved housing systems for poultry -
Kuit, A.R., (ed.); Ehlhardt, D.A., (ed.); Blokhuis, HJ . , 
(ed.) - Directorate-General Agriculture; Commission of the 
European Communities [Agriculture] 
EN - 1989- vi, I63pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9cm: softcover: 
± 290 g / Proceedings of a seminar held at the Spelderholt 
Centre for Poultry Research and Extension, Beekbergen 
(The Netherlands),17-18 Mav 1988 
EUR 11711 EN 
CD-NA-U-7U-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9929-9 
148 ECU 13,75 
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Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome XII: Viande de porc, etc. 0323 European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF) 
0320 other agricultural products MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Deuxième colloque noyer-noisetier - Germain, E., (éd.) -
Direction générale Agriculture; Commission des 
Communautés europeennes [Agriculture] 
FR/EN- 1989-viii, 202 p.: 16,2 x 22,9cm: broché: 
± 330 g / Recueil des communications, Bordeaux (France), 
6-7 septembre 1988. Quelques articles en anglais. Colloque 
tenu sous l'égide d'Agrimed 
EUR 12005 FR/EN 
CD-NA-12-O05-2A-C ISBN 92-825-9975-2 
ECU 16,25 
FR : 89 - 37 
Programme de recherche Agrimed - Les espèces ligneuses à 
usages multiples des zones arides méditerranéennes 397 
40 A common agricultural policy for the 1990's - Directorate 
Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation - 5] 
EN - 1989 : 5th edition - 90 pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : stapled : 
± 180 g / Manuscript completed in July 1989 
CB-55-89-358-EN-C ISBN 92-826-063S-X 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 40, ES : 89 - 40, IT : 89 - 40, PT : 89 - 40 
Guide to the reform of the Community's structural Funds 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome II/l : FEOGA - Généralités, Garantie 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome H/2: FEOGA - Orientation 
0324 agricultural structures 
142 
0321 plant health 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Bilan des connaissances et des applications de l'agriculture 
biologique et intérêt pour l'agriculture communautaire. 
Situation des pays de la CEE. I: Allemagne, Belgique, 
Danemark, Espagne, France 
-Volume l 330 
Application of computerized EC soil map and climate data -
Van Lanen, H.A.J., (ed.); Bregt, Α.Κ., (ed.) - Directorate-
General Agriculture; Commission of the European 
Communities [Agriculture] 
EN - 1989 - vi, 254 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: 
± 400 g / Proceedings of a workshop held in Wageningen 
(The Netherlands) 15-16 November 1988 
EUR 12039 EN 
CD-NA-12-039-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9979-5 
ECU 20 
Bilan des connaissances et des applications de l'agriculture 
biologique et intérêt pour l'agriculture communautaire. 
Situation des pays de la CEE. II: Grand-Duché de 
Luxembourg, Grèce, Irlande, Italie, Pays-Bas, Portugal, 
Royaume-Uni 
-Volume 2 
European Community: Forest health report, 1987-1988 
0322 veterinary inspection 
331 
335 
42 Les exploitations agricoles des zones défavorisées et de 
montagne de la Communauté - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - 136p.: 21,0 x 29.7cm: 
broché: ± 320 g 
CV-56-89-772-FR-C ISBN 92-826-O084-X 
ECU 12,75 
FR : 89 - 43 
43 Farm accountancy data network: An A to Ζ of 
methodology - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 105 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 260 g 
CB-57-89-087-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0096-3 
ECU 8,75 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Aerosol sampling in animal houses - Wathes, CM., (ed.); 
Randall, J.M., (ed.) - Directorate-General Agriculture; 
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture] 
EN - 1989 - vi, 141 pp.: 16,2 x 22,9cm: softcover: 
± 260 g / Proceedings of a workshop held at the University 
of Bristol, Department of Animal Husbandry, 26-28 July 
1988 
EUR 11877 EN 
CD-NA-ll-877-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9866-7 
ECU 12,50 
Field study into the international transport of animals and 
field study concerning the stunning of slaughter animals -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Document - 62 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 180 g 
CB-55-89-592-EIS-C ISBN 92-825-9551-X 
ECU 6,25 
FR : 89 - 39, NL : 89 - 39 
The rules governing medicinal products in the European 
Community - Veterinary medicinal products 
-Volume V 
44 Farm accountancy data network: Handbook of legislation, 
instructions, notes for guidance - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1988 : Public document - Section III: The farm 
return - 91 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 240 g / 
Document updated in January 1988 
CB-52-88-550-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8581-6 
ECU 9,75 
ES : 89 - 46, FR : 89 - 46, IT : 89 - 46 
45 The future of rural society - Commission of the European 
Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities - 4] 
EN- 1989-67 pp.: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: stapled: ± 140 g / 
Commission communication transmitted to the Council and 
to the European Parliament on 29 July 1988 
(COM(88) 501 final) 
CB-NF-88-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9073-9 
ECU 3,50 
DA : 89 - 45, DE : 89 - 46, ES : 89 - 44, FR" : 89 - 42, 
GR : 89-41, IT : 89 - 44, NL : 89 - 46, PT : 89 - 45 
Management of water resources in cash crops and in 
alternative production systems - Plancquaert, Ph., (ed.) -
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture] 
EN- 1989-vi, 152 pp.: 16,2 x 22,9 cm: softcover: 
± 250 g / Proceedings of a workshop organized by the D.G. 
for Agriculture of the CEC, held in Brussels, 24-25 
November 1988 
EUR 11935 EN 
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CD-NA-ll-935-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0671-6 
ECU 12,50 
Programme de recherche Agrimed - Premier colloque 
"Cultures alternatives non excédentaires11 
0390 miscellaneous 
398 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Agricultural income - Sectoral income index analysis 1988 
Agricultural prices 1979-1988 
47 The Agricultural Situation in the Community - 1988 Report -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : 14th published version of the annual Report -
425 pp., 9 figs: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: softcover: ± 630 g / 
Published in conjunction with the "Twenty-second General 
Report on the Activities of the European Communities" 
CB-53-88-899-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9084-4 
ECU 25,50 
DA :89-49, DE :89-49, ES :89-49, FR :89-50, 
GR : 89 - 47, IT : 89 - 49, NL : 89 - 50, PT : 89 - 49 
Analysis of agricultural trade - EC-developing countries 
1970-1986 
469 
Topinambour (Jerusalem artichoke) 
PERIODICALS 
Agricultural markets: Prices 
Agricultural prices 
Agricultural Prices 
Crop production - Quarterly statistics 












Computerization of land use data 
Economic accounts for agriculture and forestry 
Energy saving by reduced soil tillage - Bäumer, Κ., (ed.); 
Ehlers, W., (ed.) - Directorate-General Agriculture; 
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture] 
EN - 1989 - viii, 178 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: softcover: 
± 300 g / Proceedings of a workshop held in Göttingen 
(Federal Republic of Germany) 10-11 June 1987 
EUR 11258 EN 
CD-NA-ll-258-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9978-7 
ECU 15 
The green telematics challenge 
350 
472 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Landwirtschaft - Statistisches Jahrbuch 1989 473 
05 Employment and social policy 
0501 freedom of movement for workers 
The impact of biotechnology on agriculture in the European 
Community to the year 2005 - Directorate-General 
Agriculture - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 169 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 420 g 
CB-SS-89-277-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8849-1 
ECU 15 
Intensive farming and the impact on the environment and the 
rural economy of restrictions on the use of chemical and 
animal fertilizers 
Landwirtschaft - Statistisches Jahrbuch 1989 
336 
473 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Freedom of Movement in the Community - Entry and 
Residence - Séché, J.-C. - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1988 : Public document - 69 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
stapled: ± 220 g 
CB-01-03-B04-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8660-X 
ECU 7,50 
DA : 89 - 51, DE : 89 - 52, ES : 89 - 52, FR : 89 - 52, 
GR : 89-51, IT : 89 - 52, NL : 89 - 51, PT : 89-52 
Manuale dei conti economici dell'agricoltura e della 
silvicoltura 474 
Manuel sur les comptes économiques pour l'agriculture et la 
sylviculture 475 
Programme de recherche Agrimed - Les cultures tropicales et 
subtropicales pour les régions méditerranéennes 396 
Progresser ensemble - Coordination de la recherche agricole 
(Programme 1984-1988) 399 
A guide to working in a Europe without frontiers - Séché, J.-
C. - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 : Public document - 253pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 700 g 
CB-PP-88-004-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8067-9 
ECU 18,50 
DA :89-52, DE : 89-51, ES : 89- 51, FR : 89 - 51, 
GR : 89 - 52, IT : 89 - 51, NL :89-52, PT : 89 -51 
Initial and continuing vocational training and work migration 
in Europe 81 
Recueil des actes agricoles 
-Tome VIII/2: Semences,fourrages,pois... 
Social Europe - Supplement: Seminar on the social aspects 
of the common agricultural policy - Directorate-General 
Employment, Social Affairs and Education - Commission 
of the European Communities [Social Europe -
supplements - 3] 
EN- 1989-82 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled: ± 220 g / 
Seminar - Brussels, 24 to 26 June ¡987 
CE-NC-89-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9775-X 
ECU 5,65 / Supplement / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 31 : Social Europe (with 
supplements) ECU 76 
DE : 89 - 50, FR : 89 - 48 
149 0502 law and working conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Adapting shiftwork arrangements - Corlett, E.N.; 
Queinnec, Y.; Paoli, P. - European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN - 1989- 116 pp.: 14,4 χ 20,4 cm: softcover: ± 198 g / 
The Information Booklet Series : Booklet N° 8 
SY-52-88-114-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7901-8 
ECU 8,50 
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54 Catalogue of publications 1988 - European Foundation for 
the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN- 1988-52 pp.: 17,4 χ 24,9 cm : stapled : ± 100g/ 
This catalogue lists all the publications issued before the end 
of 1988 
SY-52-88-914-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8729-0 
free of charge 
IT : 89 - 55 
55 The changing face of work: researching and debating the 
issues - European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions 
EN - 1989 - 152 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 400 g 
SY-S2-88-590-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8595-6 
ECU 10 
56 Conditions de travail dans les petites et moyennes entreprises 
- Belgique - Fondation européenne pour l'amélioration des 
conditions de vie et de travail 
FR- 1989-80 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 275 g 
SY-1448-002-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8709-6 
ECU 6,25 
FR : 89 - 57 
I.' évaluation des pratiques de gestion participative dans les 
PME et les coopératives 
-Tome I : Synthèse. Tome II : Études de cas 195 
57 Industrial relations in small and medium-sized enterprises -
Auer, P.; Fehr-Duda, H. - Commission of the European 
Communities [Enterprise Policy] 
EN - 1989 : Document - 285pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 750 g / Final report 
CT-55-89-875-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0109-9 
ECU 24 
58 New information technologies and office employment -
European comparisons - Mandón, Ν. - CEDEFOP -
European Centre for the Development of Vocational 
Training 
EN - 1989 : CEDEFOP Document - 132pp.: 21,0 χ 
29,7 cm : softcover : ± 280 g 
HX-53-88-350-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8946-3 
ECU 5 
DE : 89 - 59, ES : 89 - 61, IT : 89 - 60, NL : 89 - 61 
59 New information technology and participation in Europe: 
The potential for social dialogue - Fröhlich, D. ; Fuchs, D. ; 
Krieger, H.; European Foundation for the Improvement of 
Living and Working Conditions 
EN - 1989 - 244 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 650 g 
SY-55-89-891-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9624-9 
ECU 12,50 
New semi-sheltered forms of employment for disabled persons 
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softcover: ± 760 g / EFER (European Federation for 
Economic Research) 
CB-55-89-980-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9628-1 
ECU 19 
118 Risposte a livello locale alla disoccupazione di lungo 
periodo - Fondazione Europea per il miglioramento delle 
condizioni di vita e di lavoro 
I T - 1989- 215 p . : 16,0 χ 23,5cm: brossura: ± 370 g 
SY-52-88-954-IT-C ISBN 92-825-8669-3 
ECU 13,75 
IT : 89-118 
119 Social Europe - Supplement: Policy measures for combating 
long-term unemployment in the European Community since 
the 1984 Council resolution - Jane 1988 - Rajan, A. ; 
Walsch, K. - Directorate-General Employment, Social 
44l) 
4M) 
Publications of the European Communities: 19 
CLASSIFIED INDEX 19 
Affairs and Education; Commission of the European 
Communities [Social Europe - supplements - 5] 
EN - 1989- 77 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 220 g 
CE-¡yC-89-005-E¡\-C ISBN 92-826-0666-X 
ECU 5,65 / Supplement / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 31/ Social Europe (with 
Supplements) ECU 76 
DE : 89-119 
EN - 1989 - 168 pp.: 16,0 x 23,5cm: softcover: ± 370g 
SY-52-88-324-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7914-X 
ECU 12 
0590 miscellaneous 
120 Soda) Europe - Supplement: Youth and employment -
D i ree to rate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education - Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe - supplements - 6] 
EN - 1989 - 158 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 520 g / 
Conference report - Marseilles, September 1987 
CE-NC-88-006-E1S-C ISBN 92-825-9295-2 
Supplement: ECU 5,10 / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review): ECU 28 / Social Europe (with 
supplements): ECU 69,50 
DE : 89 -120, FR : 8 9 - 114 
121 Strategic partnering and local employment initiatives -
Commission of the European Communities [Enterprise 
Policy] 
EN - 1989 : Document - V. 1 :Main report/ V. 2 :Description 
of case studies - 210pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 520 g 
CT-55-89-9Q0-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0110-2 
ECU 17,25 
122 Taking action about long-term unemployment in Europe: 
The experience of 20 locally-based projects - Ball, C. ; 
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
EN - 1989 - 72 pp. : 15,0 x 20,5 cm : softcover : ± 125 g / 
The information Booklet Series: Booklet N° 12 
SY-53-88-035-E1V-C ISBN 92-825-8694-4 
ECU 5 




0507 social security 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
123 Comparative tables of the social security schemes in the 
Member States of the European Communities 
General scheme (Employees in industry and commerce) -
01¡07fl986 - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 : Public Document - 14th Edition - 127 pp. : 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 320 g 
CB-48-87-864-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7540-3 
ECU 11,10: BFR 475: IRL 8,60: UKL 7,80: USD 12,60 
DE : 89-126, FR : 89 - 125 
124 Comparative tables of the social security schemes in the 
Member States of the European Communities 
General scheme (Employees in industry and commerce) -
01f07fl988 - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 15th edition - 127 pp.: 
21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 320 g 
CB-55-89-261-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9223-4 
ECU 12 
DE : 8 9 - 125, FR : 89 - 126 
125 Compendium of Community provisions on social security -
Perl, G.; Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs 
and Education - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1988 : 3rd edition (31 December 1986) -435 pp. : 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 1000 g / This publication 
compiles the official texts and all information relating to 
social security for migrant workers 
CE-48-87-444-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7317-6 
ECU 23,30 
DA : 89-126, DE : 89 - 124, ES : 89- 126, FR : 89 - 124, 
GR : 89 -123, IT : 89 - 126, NL : 89 - 126 
126 New forms of work: Labour law and social security aspects 
in the European Community - Kravaritou-Manitakis, Y.; 
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and 
Working Conditions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Demographic statistics 
127 Égalité des droits, égalité des chances: La Communauté 
européenne et les femmes - Direction générale de 
l'information - Commission des Communautés européennes 
F R - 1989- 19p. : 10,6 x 29,7 cm: agrafé: ± 50 g 
CC-55-89-504-FR-C 
Gratuit 
DA : 8 9 - 128, ES : 89 - 129, FR : 8 9 - 127, GR : 89 - 129, 
IT : 89-135 , NL : 89 - 128, PT : 89 - 129 
128 1992: The European social dimension - Venturini, P. -
Commission of the European Communities 
E N - 1989- 119 pp.: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: softcover: ± 260 g 
CB-PP-88-B05-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8703-7 
ECU 9,75 
DA : 8 9 - 135, DE : 89 - 129, ES : 89 -128, FR : 89 - 128, 
GR : 89-128, IT : 89 - 128. NL : 89-127, PT : 89 - 128 
129 Programme d'action communautaire à moyen terme pour une 
intégration économique et sociale des groupes les moins 
favorisés - Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Suppléments au Bulletin des Communautés européennes -
4] 
F R - 1989- 33p . : 17,6 x 25,0cm: agrafé: ± 5 0 g / 
Communication et proposit. de décision de la Commission au 
Conseille 21 fi2/88 (COM(88)826 final). Décision 
89/457/CEE du Conseil du ¡8¡07¡8 
CB-NF-89-004-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0793-3 
ECU 3,80 
DE : 8 9 - 130, ES : 89 - 131, FR : 89 - 134, IT : 89 - 129, 
PT : 89-130 
130 Report on social developments, Year 1987; Brussels -
Luxembourg / July 1988 - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 291 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 720 g / Addendum to the "Twentieth General 
Report on the Activities of the Communities ¡987" in 
accordance with Artide ¡22 of the EEC Treaty 
CB-54-88-231-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8794-0 
ECU 25,50 
DA : 89-127, DE : 89-127, ES : 89 - 130, FR : 89-133 , 
GR : 89-127, IT : 8 9 - 130, NL : 89 - 135, PT : 89-131 
The social and economic situation of older women in 
Europe - Coopmans, M.; Harrop, Α.; Hermans-
Huiskes, M. - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 94 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 250 g 
CB-57-89-063-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0093-9 
ECU 7,50 
FR : 8 9 - 136 
Social Europe - Supplement: Seminar on the social aspects 
of the common agricultural policy 
132 Social Europe - Supplement: The fight against poverty -
Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education; Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe - supplements - 2] 
EN - 1989 - 89 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 240 g / 
Interim report on a specific Community action programme to 
combat poverty. Proposal for a Council Decision. 
CE-NC-89-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9753-9 
ECU 5,65 / Supplement / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 31 : Social Europe (with 
supplements) ECU 76 
DE : 8 9 - 133.FR : 89-129 
133 Social Europe - Supplement: The social aspects of the 
internal market - Directorate-General Employment, Social 
Affairs and Education; Commission of the European 
Communities [Social Europe - supplements - 7] 
EN - 1989-Volume I I - 9 0 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled: 
± 260 g / Synthesis of the first six seminars which were held 
in Brussels in November/December 1987 and January, April, 
May and June 1988 
CE-NC-89-007-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0894-8 
447 
Publications ot the European Communities: 1989 
20 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
ECU 5,65 / Supplement / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 31 : Social Europe (with 
supplements) ECU 76 
FR : 89-131 
134 Social Europe - Supplement: The social aspects of the 
internal market - Directorate-General Employment, Social 
Affairs and Education - Commission of the European 
Communities [Social Europe - supplements - 7] 
EN - 1989 - Volume I - 7 0 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 260 g / Synthesis of the fìrst three seminars which were 
held in Brussels in November/December ¡987 and January 
¡988 
CE-NC-88-0Õ7-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9316-9 
Supplement: ECU 5,10 / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review): ECU 28 / Social Europe (with 
supplements): ECU 69,50 
DE : 89 -134, FR : 89 - 130 
135 Social Europe - The social dimension of the internal market -
Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education - Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe - supplements] 
EN - 1988 : Special edition - 115 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 350 g 
CB-PP-88-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8256-6 
ECU 4,20 / Special edition / Annual subscription : Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 28 : Social Europe (with 
supplements) ECU 69,50 
DE : 89-135 , ES : 89-127, FR : 8 9 - 132, GR : 8 9 - 130, 
I T : 89-127, N L : 89-130, P T : 89-127 
136 Who cares for Europe's children? The short report of the 
European childcare network - Philips, Α.; Moss, P. -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 86 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 240 g 
CB-55-89-738-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9607-9 
ECU 10,50 
FR : 89-135 
Young Europeans in 1987 
PERIODICALS 





0602 Community secondary legislation 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Compendium of Community Monetary Texts 
Compendium of Community provisions on social security 
137 Director}' of Community legislation in force and other Acts 
of the Community institutions (recompiled and updated each 
year) - All Institutions 
EN - 1989 : 12th edition - Volume I - 890 pp. (Vol. I + II): 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 1 840 g / Analytical register (as 
at 1 January 1988) 
FX-20-88-OOÎ-EN-C ISBN 92-774-1662-9 f 92-774-1664-5 
Price for Volumes I + II inclusive: ECU 70 
FR : 8 9 - 153 
138 Directory of community legislation in force and other acts of 
the Community institutions (recompiled and updated each 
year) - All Institutions 
EN - 1988 : 12th edition - Volume II - 890 pp. (Vol. I + II): 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 480 g / Chronological index -
Alphabetical index (position as at i December ¡988) 
FX-20-88-O02-EN-C ISBN 92-774-1663-7 f 92-774-1664-5 
Price for Volumes I + I I inclusive: ECU 70 
FR : 8 9 - 154 
139 Directory of Community legislation in force and other acts of 
the Community institutions (updated every six months) - All 
Institutions 
EN : 14th edition - Volume I - 1 010 pp.; all pages 
included: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover/ Analytical register 
(As at 1 December 1989) 
FX-40-90-001-EN-C ISBN 92-775-6438-5 / 92-775-6440-7 
ECU 75 / Price for Volumes I and II inclusive 
DA : 89 -155 , DE : 89-139, ES : 89-155 , FR : 89 - 155, 
GR : 89-137, IT : 89 - 155, NL : 89 - 155, PT : 89 -155 
140 Directory of Community legislation in force and other acts of 
the Community institutions (updated every six months) - All 
Institutions 
EN : 14th edition - Volume II - 1 010 pp., all pages 
included: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover / Chronological index, 
alphabetical index (As at 1 December 1989) 
FX^0-90-002-EN-C ISBN 92-775-6439-3 f 92-775-6440-7 
ECU 75 / Price for Volumes I and II inclusive 
DA : 89-156, DE : 89 - 140, ES : 89 - 156. FR : 89 - 156, 
GR : 8 9 - 138, IT : 89 - 156, NL : 89 - 156, PT : 89 - 156 
Euro-Abstracts, section I I : Coal, steel and related social 
research Ρ 35 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee P66 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee P67 
Social Europe - General review P77 
Women of Europe / Information bulletin P84 
06 Laws and procedures 
0601 treaties, intra-Community 
agreements and conventions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Documents concerning the accessions to the European 
Communities 
-Volume II 
Doiciméid i dtaobh na nAontachas leis na Comhphobail 
Eorpacha 
-Vol. II 
Farm accountancy data network: Handbook of legislation, 
instructions, notes for guidance 
-Section III : The farm return 
141 Recueil des actes agricoles - 10J04J1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et 
complétée (2) - Tome II/l : FEOGA - Généralités, Garantie -
378 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 900 g 
CB-RA-89-A02-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9615-X / 
92-825-9614-1 
ECU 30.75 / Parties 1 + 2 : ECU 53,50 
FR : 89-137 
142 Recueil des actes agricoles - 10/04/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et 
complétée (2) - Tome H/2: FEOGA - Orientation - 448 p. : 
21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 1040g 
CB-RA-89-B02-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9616-8 / 92-825-9614-1 
ECU 36 / Parties I + 2 : ECU 53,50 
FR : 89-138 
143 Recueil des actes agricoles - 27/02/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Documeni public; édition revue et complétée 
( 2 ) - T o m e I V / l : Fruits et légumes (1) -420 p . : 21,0 x 
29,7cm: broché: ± 1000g 
CB-24-89-001-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9528-5 / 72-825-9527-7 
ECU 33,75 / Prix du Tome IV, partie 1 / Prix du Tome IV 
au complet (parties 1-3): ECU 93.50 
FR : 89 - 139 
144 Recueil des actes agricoles - 27/02/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue el complétée 
(2) - TomeIV/2: Fruits et légumes (2) - 412 p . : 21,0 x 
29,7cm: broché: ± 1000g 
CB-24-89-O02-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9529-3 / 72-825-9527-7 
Publications of the European Communities: 19 
CLASSIFIED INDEX 21 
ECU 33 ' Prix du Tome IV. partie : 
complet (parties 1-3): ECU 93.50 
FR : 8 9 - 140 
Prix du Tome IV au 
145 Recueil des actes agricoles - 22/04/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome IV/3: Fruits et légumes transformés, etc. -
6 4 4 p . : 2 1 , 0 x 29,7 cm: broché: i \540 g / Fruits et 
légumes transformés, plantes vivantes et produits de la 
floriculture 
CB-24-89-003-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9530-7 / 92-825-9527-7 
ECU 50 / Prix du Tome IV, partie 3 / Prix du Tome IV au 
complet (parties 1-3): ECU 93,50 
FR : 8 9 - 141 
Recueil des actes agricoles - 26/08/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document; édition revue et complétée -
Tome IX/1 : Matières grasses (1) - 430 p . : 21.0 x 29,7cm: 
broché: ± 1090 g 
CV-35-89-O01-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0081-5 / 92-826-0080-7 
ECU 37,50 / Prix unique (Parties 1+2) : ECU 60 
FR : 8 9 - 142 
Recueil des actes agricoles - 26/08/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - édition revue et complétée 
(3) - Tome IX/2 : Matières grasses (2), etc. - 411 p. : 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: broché: ± 840 g 
CV-35-89-002-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0082-3 / 92-826-0080-7 
ECU 35 / Prix partie 2 / Prix parties 1 + 2 : ECU 60 
FR : 89 -143 
148 Recueil des actes agricoles - 24/05/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - Tome VIII/1 : Tabac, 
houblon- 390p. : 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 920g 
CB-RA-89-A08-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0010^ / 92-826-0O09-2 
ECU 31,50 / Partie 1 ' Parties 1 + 2 : ECU 55 
FR : 8 9 - 144 
149 Recueil des actes agricoles - 24/05/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - Tome VIII/2: 
Semences,fourrages,pois... - 464 p . : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: 
± 1220 g / Semences, fourrages, pois, fèves, fèveroles et 
lupins doux, lin et chanvre, vers à soie, coton 
CB-RA-89-B08-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0011-4 / 92-826-0009-2 
ECU 37,50 / Partie 2 / Parties 1 + 2 : ECU 55 
FR : 8 9 - 145 
150 Recueil des actes agricoles - 16/03/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome X/1 : Produits laitiers - 606 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
broché: i 1400 g 
CB-RA-89-AlO-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9557-9 / 92-825-9556-0 
ECU 48 / Prix du Tome X, partie 1 / Prix du Tome X au 
complet (parties 1 + 2 ) : ECU 77,50 
FR : 89-146 
151 Recueil des actes agricoles - 16/03/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome X/2 : Produits laitiers - 605 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
broché: ± 1400g 
CB-RA-89-BlO-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9558-7 / 92-825-9556-0 
ECU 48 / Prix du Tome X, partie 2 / Prix du Tome X au 
complet (parties 1 + 2 ) : ECU 77,50 
FR : 89 - 147 
152 Recueil des actes agricoles - 29/09/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome XII: Viande de porc, etc. - 531 p.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm : broché : +. 1360 g ,/ Viande de porc, œufs et 
volailles, albumines 
CB-RA-89-012-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0099-8 
ECU 42,50 
FR : 8 9 - 148 
154 Recueil des actes agricoles - 02/09/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome XIV/1 : Vin - 664 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 1580 g 
CB-RA-89-A14-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0090-4 / 92-826-0089-0 
ECU 52,50 / Prix du Tome XIV, partie 1 / Prix du 
Tome XIV au complet (parties 1-3): ECU 105 
FR : 8 9 - 150 
155 Recueil des actes agricoles - 02/09/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome XIV/2 : Vin - 597 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 1390 g 
CB-RA-89-B14-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0091-2 / 92-826-0089-0 
ECU 47,25 / Prix du Tome XIV, partie 2 / Prix du 
Tome XIV au complet (parties 1-3): ECU 105 
FR : 8 9 - 151 
156 Recueil des actes agricoles - 02/09/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public; édition revue et complétée 
(2) - Tome XIV/3 : Vin - 437 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : 
± 1000 g 
CB-RA-89-C14-FR-C ISBN 92-826-O092-0 / 92-826-0089-0 
ECU 35,25 / Prix du Tome XIV, partie 3 / Prix du 
Tome XIV au complet (parties 1-3): ECU 105 
FR : 8 9 - 152 
Scvcntceth Report on Competition Policy 179 
The rules governing medicinal products in the European 
Community 
-Volumell 107 
Securities markets - Community measures adopted or 
proposed 200 
Statut de la société européenne 201 
0603 approximation of legislation 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Disclosure requirements for branches - Single-member private 
limited companies 
157 Harmonization of company law in the European Community-
Measures adopted and proposed - Situation as at 1 January 
1989 - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 345 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 820 g 
CB-55-89-714-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9578-1 
ECU 29,25 
DE : 89 -157, FR : 8 9 - 157 
158 Practical guide to legal aspects of industrial sub-contracting 
within the European Community - The sub-contract -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - Volume I - 118 pp. : 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 260 g 
CB-27-89-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9593-5 / 92-825-9584-6 
ECU 11,25 
183 
Take over and other general bids 202 
0690 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
ABEL - Summary of the Official Journal - User manual 484 
Collection of legislation and acts relating to energy 263 
153 Recueil des actes agricoles - 30/05/1989 - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - Tome XIII : Sucre - 500 p. : 
21,0 x 29.7cm: broché: ± 1180g 
CB-RA-89-013-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9650-8 
ECU 40 
FR : 89 - 149 
Community law - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 - [26] pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : stapled : ± 50 g / 
Offprint from the XXUnd General Report on the Activities 
of the European Communities 1988 
CB-55-89-552-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9693-1 
ECU 4 
Publications of the European Communities: 1989 
22 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
DA : 8 9 - 160, DE : 89 -160, ES : 89 - 159, FR : 89 - 159, 
GR : 89-160. IT : 89 - 159. NL : 89 - 159, PT : 89- 159 PERIODICALS 
A guide to working in a Europe without frontiers 
New forms of work: Labour law and social security aspects 
in the European Community 126 
Official Journal of the European Communities, scries C: 
Information and Notices 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices 
Annex to the Official Journal of the European Communities, 
series C 
Ρ 60 
L1 ordinamento giuridico comunitario Officiai Journal of the European Communities, scries L: Legislation 
160 I.' ordre juridique communautaire - Louis, J.-V. -
Commission des Communautés européennes [Perspectives 
européennes] 
FR - 1989 : 4e édition revue et mise à jour - 195 p . : 17,6x 
25.0cm: broché: ± 400g 
CB-PP-88-016-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8886-6 
ECU 10,50 
ES : 8 9 - 161, FR : 8 9 - 161 
161 A people's Europe - Commission of the European 
Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities - 2] 
EN - 1988 - 38 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: stapled: ± 100 g / 
Commission communication / Proposal for a Council 
Directive on voting rights j'or Community nationals on local 
elections 
CB-NF-88-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8881-5 
ECU 3,50 
DA : 8 9 - 159, DE : 89-159, ES : 89-160 , FR : 89 - 160, 
GR : 8 9 - 159, IT : 89 - 160. NL : 89 - 160, PT : 8 9 - 160 
Official Journal of the European Communities, scries L: 
Legislation 
Reports of Cases before the Court 
-Volume 1988 




0701 land, maritime and air transport 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Presentation of an application for assessment of a food 
additive prior to its authorization - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Document - 26 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled: 
± 9 0 g 
CB-57-89-370-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0135-8 
ECU 6 
Carriage of goods 1986 - Railways 
Carriage of goods 1986 - Road 
Carriage of goods 1987 - Inland waterways 




163 Répertoire de jurisprudence de droit communautaire - 1977-
1985 - Cour de justice des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1988 : Livraison 4/juin 1987-Série A: 14,8 x 
21,0cm: feuillets mobiles: ± 2240g (Tables) / 
Jurisprudence de la Cour de justice des CE, sans la 
jurisprudence relative au droit de la fonction publique 
européenne à la Convention 27/09/68 
DX-49-87-002-FR-C ISBN 92-829-0163-7 / 92-829-0034-7 
ECU 34,80 
DA : 89-163 , FR : 89-163 
Carriage of goods 1987 - Road 
Energy efficiency in land transport - Roma, M.. (ed.) -
Directorate-General Energy; Commission of the European 
Communities 
E N - 1989-ix . 395 pp.: 16,2 χ 22.9 cm: hardcover: 
± 710 g / Proceedings of a seminar held in Luxembourg. 16-
18 May ¡988 
EUR 12284 EN 
CD-NA-Ì2-284-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9930-2 
ECU 35 
457 
The rules governing medicinal products in the European 
Community - Guide to good manufacturing practice for 
medicinal products 
-Volume IV 
The rules governing medicinal products in the European 
Community - Guidelines on the quality, safety and efficacy 
of medicinal products for human use 
-Volume III 
The rules governing medicinal products in the European 
Community - The rules governing medicinal products for 
human use in the European Community 
Volume I 
165 Europa Transport: Observation of transport markets -
Annual report 1987 - Directorate-General Transport -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Supplement to the "SCAD BULLETIN" 
D/TRANS/EN - 126pp.: 21,0 x 29.7cm: stapled: 
± 230 g / Manuscript finished in November 1988 
CB-53-88-956-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9092-5 
ECU 7,50 
FR : 8 9 - 166 
166 Europa Transport: Observation of transport markets: 
Analysis and forecasts 1988 - Directorate-General 
Transport - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Supplement to the "SCAD Bulletin" -
D/TRANS/EN - 59 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled: 
± 125 g / Manuscript finished in Mav ¡988 
CB-52-88-970-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8463-1 
ECU 6.25 
DE : 8 9 - 165, ES : 89 - 165. FR : 89 - 167, IT : 89 - 166 
The rules governing medicinal products in the European 
Community - Veterinary medicinal products 
-Volume V 
Synopsis of the work of the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities in 1986 and 1987 and record of formal sittings 
in 1986 and 1987 
167 Europa Transport: Observation of transport markets: 
Annual report 1986 - Directorate-General Transport -
Commission of the European Communities 
111 EN - 1988 : Supplement to the "SCAD BULLETIN" -
D/TRANS/EN- 129 pp.: 21,0 x 29.7 cm : stapled: 
± 230 g / Manuscript finished in November 1987 
CB-49-87-284-EIS-C ISBN 92-825-7641-8 
ECU 6,90 
DA : 8 9 - 167. ES : 89 - 166. FR : 89 - 165, IT : 89- 167. 
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168 COST 302 - Prospects for electric vehicles in Europe -
Directorate-General Transport; Directorate-General 
Science, Research and Development ; Commission of the 
European Communities [Transport research] 
E N - 1989-xiv, 166 pp., 10 tab.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: 
softcover : ± 290 g / European seminar, Brussels, 15 and 16 
October 1987 
EUR 11919 EN 
CD-NA-U-919-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9289-8 
ECU 13,75 
FR : 89-170 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 230 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 560 g 
CB-55-89-334-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9510-2 
ECU 19,50 
Bilan de fonctionnement du code des subventions et des droits 
compensateurs appliqués aux produits autres que primaires -
Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - 237 p. : 21,0 x 29.7 cm : 
broché: ± 600 g 
CB-S4-88-037-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8787-8 
ECU 20,25 
FR : 8 9 - 174 
Innovation in the EC automotive industry 
An analysis from the perspective of State aid policy 
169 COST 305 - Data system for the study of demand for 
interregional passenger transport - Fabre, F. ; Klose, A. ; 
Somer, G. - Directorate-General Transport ; Directorate-
General Science, Research and Development; Commission 
of the European Communities [Transport research] 
E N - 1988-XÌV+ 180 pp., 39 tab., 13fig.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: 
softcover : ± 280 g / Final report 
EUR 11443 EN 
CD-NA-ll-443-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8225-6 
ECU 14 
DE : 89- 170, FR : 89 - 171 
170 Proceedings of the air safety symposium - Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 164 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover : ± 400 g / Organized under the auspices of 
Stanley Clinton Davis, Member of the CEC, with 
responsibility for transport, environment and nuclear safety 
CB-54-88-215-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8788-6 
ECU 15 
FR : 8 9 - 168 
171 A review of COST cooperation since its beginnings -
Roland, J.-L. - Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[Science and technology policy] 
EN - 1989- x. 173 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0cm: softcover: ± 415 g 
EUR 11640 EN 
CD-NA-ll-640-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8869-6 
ECU 13,75 
DE : 8 9 - 168, FR : 89 - 169 
PERIODICALS 
Europa Transport - Observation of the transport markets P37 
First survey on State aids in the European Community -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 96 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 240 g 
CB-55-89-455-ES-C ISBN 2-825-9535-8 
ECU 7 
DA : 89 - 175, DE : 89 - 174, ES : 89 - 175, FR : 89 - 175, 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
I.' évolution de la situation concurrentielle consecutive à 
certaines fusions dans les secteurs de l'automobile et des 
télécommunications - Kumps, Α-M.; Druylans, P . ; 
Tempels, L. ; Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - 318 p. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : 
broché: ± 780 g 
CB-55-89-172-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8828-9 
ECU 26,25 
FR : 8 9 - 172 
0805 State aids and other subsidies 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
173 The aid element in State participation to company capital -
November 1988 - Belcredi, M.; Caprio, L.; Ranci, P. -
Commission of the European Communities 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Barriers to entry and intensity of competition in European 
markets - Goroski, P.A.; Schwalbach, J. - Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 90 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 220 g 
CB-55-89-948-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9625-7 
ECU 9 
177 EEC competition policy in the single market - Directorate 
Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation - 1] 
EN - 1989 : 2nd edition - 69pp . : 16,2 x 22,9cm: stapled: 
± 140 g / Manuscript completed in March 1989. A praticai 
guide to EC competition rules for companies of all sizes 
CB-55-89-237-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9476-9 
Free of charge 
DA : 89-179, D E : 89-180, ES : 89 - 180, FR : 89 - 178, 
GR : 89-179, IT : 89 - 178, NL : 89 - 177, PT : 89 -178 
Public procurement and construction - Towards an integrated 
market - Directorate Coordination and preparation of 
publications - Commission of the European Communities 
[European Documentation] 
E N - 1989 : 2nd edition - 107 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: 
stapled: ± 200 g / Manuscript completed in July 1988 
CB-PP-88-002-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8891-2 
Free of charge 
DA : 89-180, DE : 89-179, ES : 89-177, FR : 8 9 - 177, 
GR : 89-176, IT : 89-176, NL : 89 - 178, PT : 89-177 
Public procurement in the excluded sectors 
Seventeeth Report on Competition Policy (yearly) - 1987 -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 - 321 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: softcover: ± 480g / 
Published in conjunction with the 'Twenty-first General 
Report on the Activities of the European Communities ¡987' 
CB-50-87-340-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8086-5 
ECU 15 
DA : 89-177, DE : 89-177, ES : 8 9 - 175, FR : 89-179, 
GR : 89 - 177, IT : 89 - 179, NL : 89 - 179, PT : 89 - 179 
180 Eighteenth Report on Competition Policy (yearly) - 1988 -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 310 pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : softcover : ± 480 g / 
Published in conjunction with the "Twenty-second General 
Report on the Activities of the European Communities ¡988" 
CB-55-89-6S7-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0623-6 
ECU 17,50 
DA : 8 9 - 178, DE : 89-178 , ES : 8 9 - 179, FR : 89-180, 
GR : 89-178, IT : 8 9 - 180, NL : 89 - 180, PT : 89-180 
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1001 monetary policy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Acções da Comunidade Europeia em favor das pequenas c 
medias empresas - Manual prático - Portugal - Wright, A. ■ 
Comissão das Comunidades Europeias 
PT - 1989 : Edição 1988 - Documento público - 224 p. : 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm : brochura : ± 520 g 
CB-23-89-003-PT-C ISBN 92-825-8848-3 
ECU 21 
PT :89- 188 
181 Bericht zur Wirtschafts-und Währungsunion in der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaft - Währungsausschuß 
DE - 1989 - 46 S. : 17,5 χ 25,0 cm : Klammerheftung : 
± 120 g 
CB-56-89-037-DE-C 
Kostenlos 
DE :89- 181 
189 Les actions de la Communauté européenne intéressant les 
petites et moyennes entreprises - Manuel pratique - France -
Wright, A. - Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - Édition 1989 - 226 p. : 
21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 560g 
CB-23-89-O02-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8845-9 
ECU 21 
FR :89- 189 
182 Compendium of Community Monetary Texts - Monetary 
Committee - Commission of the European Communities 
[European Perspectives] 
EN - 1989 - 161 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: softcover: ± 300 g 
CB-55-89-41S-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9489-0 
ECU 10 
FR : 89-182 
190 Les actions de la Communauté européenne intéressant les 
petites et moyennes entreprises: manuel pratique -
Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document; Édition 1988 - 214 p.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: broché: ± 540 g 
CB-23-89-010-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9931-0 
ECU 21 
FR : 89-190, NL : 89 - 191 
Disclosure requirements for branches - Single-member private 
limited companies - Commission of the European 
Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities - 5] 
EN - 1989- 21 pp.: 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: stapled: ± 50 g / 
Supplement based on COM(86) 397 final and COM(88) 
153 final. Supplement based on CO M (88) 101 final 
CB-NF-88410S-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9277-4 
ECU 3,50 
DA :89- 185, DE : 89-185, ES : 89 - 185, FR : 89-185, 
GR : 89-181, IT : 89 - 185, NL : 89 - 185, PT : 89-185 
Du système monétaire européen à l'union monétaire -
Louis, J.-V. - Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document - 67 p..: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: broché: 
± 160 g 
CB-56-89-384-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9651-6 
ECU 9,75 
FR : 89-183 
E.C. International Investment Partners - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN- 1989- 12 pp.: 15,4 χ 21,0 cm: stapled: ± 40 g (2 
separate annexes) / A European Community financial facility 
to promote joint ventures in Asia, Latin America and the 
Mediterranean region 
CN-56-89-045-EN-C 
Free of charge 
ES :89- 184, FR : 89 -184 
186 Report on economic and monetary union in the European 
Community. Collection of papers submitted to the Committee 
for the Study of Economic and Monetary Union -
Directorate-General Internal Market and Industrial 
Affairs - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 235 pp.: 17,6x 25,0cm: softcover: ± 550 g 
CB-56-89-401-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0655-4 
ECU 10 
191 Het bedrijfsleven in Europa - Praktische handleiding voor het 
midden- en kleinbedrijf - Commissie van de Europese 
Gemeenschappen 
NL- 1989 : Officieel document -212 blz.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
ingenaaid : ± 500 g 
CB-23-89-008-NL-C ISBN 92-825-8847-5 
ECU 21 
NL :89- 190 
192 Business creation by women: motivations, situation and 
perspectives - Halpern, M.; Szurek. J-C. ; Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 218 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover : ± 560 g / Final report of a study for the 
Commission of the European Communities 
CB-5S-89-156-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8826-2 
ECU 14,25 
FR :89- 192 
193 " Erhvervsmulighederne i Europa" - En Håndbog for snii'i og 
mellemstore virksomheder - Danmark - Kommissionen for 
De europæiske Fællesskaber 
DA - 1989 : Officielt dokument - 224 s. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
uindbundet: ± 530 g 
CB-23-89-O04-DA-C ISBN 92-825-8841-6 
ECU 21 
DA : 89-193 
194 Etude des obstacles aux échanges transfrontaliers des PME 
au sein de la CEE - Direction générale Politique 
d'entreprise, commerce, tourisme et économie sociale; 
Commission des Communautés européennes [Politique de 
l'entreprise] 
FR - 1989 : Document - vi,216p.: 21,0 x 29.7cm: 
broché: ± 590 g / Rapport final 1988 
CO-55-89-398-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9482-3 
ECU 19,20 
FR :89- 194 
L' évaluation des différentes formes de partenariat 
stratégique et d'initiatives locales d'emploi mises en oeuvre 
par/ou à l'initiative de grandes entreprises 
187 Le système monétaire européen - Origines, fonctionnement et 
perspectives - Van Ypersele, J. ; Koeune, J.-Cl. ; Delors, J., 
(Av.-prop.); Triffin, R., (Préface) - Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Perspectives européennes] 
FR - 1989 : 3e édition revue et mise à jour - 173 p. : 17,6 x 
25,0cm: broché: ± 350g 
CB-PP-88-D03-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8517-4 
ECU 10,50 
FR : 89 -187 
195 L' évaluation des pratiques de gestion participative dans les 
PME et les coopératives - CRIDA: Laville. J.-L. -
Commission des Communautés européennes [Politique de 
l'entreprise] 
FR - 1989 : Document - Tome I: Synthèse. Tome II: Études 
de cas - 404 p.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 1020 g 
CT-5S-89-908-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0108-0 
ECU 32,25 
FR :89- 195 
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Evaluation of policy measures for the creation and 
development of small and medium-sized enterprises -
Synthesis report - October 1988 - Martinos, H.; Dineen, D.; 
Bowdery, J.; Cravinho, J., Ribbers P. - Commission of the 
European Communities [Enterprise Policy - ,CAT3] 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 174 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 440 g 
CT-56-89-667-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0104-8 
ECU 15,75 
203 Terms of payment for small and medium-sized enterprises 
and a challenge in the internal market - Directorate-General 
Enterprise Policy, Trade, Turisme and Social Economy; 
Commission of the European Communities [Enterprise 
Policy] 
EN - 1989 : Document - i v ,90pp . : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 280 g 
CO-55-89-148-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9481-5 
Free of charge 
General government accounts and statistics - 1970-1986 444 
Harmonization of company law in the European Community-
Measures adopted and proposed - Situation as at 1 January 
1989 157 
Industrial relations in small and medium-sized enterprises 57 
Gli interventi della Comunità europea a favore delle pìccole e 
medie imprese - Italia. Manuale pratico. Edizione 1988 -
Commissione delle Comunità europee 
IT - 1989 : Documento - 238 p . : 21,0 x 29,7cm: brossura: 
± 580 g 
CB-23-89-007-IT-C ISBN 92-825-8846-7 
ECU 21 
IT : 89-197 
Methods of promoting the supply of risk capital - Utilizing 
innovative banking to improve the equity capital resources of 
SMEs - Dennerlein, K.-H. - Commission of the European 
Communities [Enterprise Policy] 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 79pp . : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 200 g / Report for the Commission of the 
European Communities' SME Task Force 
CT-56-89-675-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0105-6 
ECU 8,255 
National accounts ESA - Aggregates 1970-1987 445 
206 
" Trabajar en Europa" - Manual para pequeñas y medianas 
empresas - España - Comisión de las Comunidades 
Europeas 
ES - 1989 : Documento público - Edición 1988 - 228 págs.: 
21,0 χ 29,7 cm: rústica: ± 450 g 
CB-23-89-009-ES-C ISBN 92-825-8840-8 
ECU 21 
ES : 89 - 204 
"Unternehmer in Europa" - Ein Handbuch für kleine und 
mittlere Unternehmen - Deutschland - Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften 
DE - 1989 : Dokument - 264 S. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
brochiert : ± 625 g 
CB-23-89-005-DE-C ISBN 92-825-8842-4 
ECU 21 
DE : 89 - 204 
Η άσκηση επιχειρηματικών δραστηριοτήτων στην 
Ευρώπη - Ένα εγχειρίδιο για τις μικρομεσαίες 
επιχειρήσεις. Ελλάδα - Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών 
Κοινοτήτων 
G R - 1989 : Έκδοση 1988 - 2 1 5 σ . : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
άδετο : ± 5 1 0 g / 'Εγγραφο 
CB-23-89-006-GR-C ISBN 92-825-8843-2 
ECU 21 
GR : 89-188 
199 Operations of the European Community concerning small 
and medium-sized enterprises - Practical handbook -
Ireland - Wright, A. - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 : 1988 edition - Public document - 216 pp. : 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 520 g 
CB-23-89-001-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8844-0 
ECU 21 
Programme d'action communautaire à moyen terme pour une 
intégration économique et sociale des groupes les moins 
favorisés 
Public procurement and construction - Towards an integrated 
market 
200 Securities markets - Community measures adopted or 
proposed - June 1989 - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 168 pp : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 360 g 
CB-56-89-239-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0017-3 
ECU 15 
DE : 89 -205, FR : 89 - 198 
Sous-traitance et intégration des processus productifs dans 
l'industrie européenne 
201 Statut de la société européenne - Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Suppléments au Bulletin des 
Communautés européennes - 5] 
F R - 1989- 72 p . : 17,6 x 25,0 cm: agrafé: ± 120 g / 
Propositions de règlement et de directive présentées au 
Conseil le 25/08/89. document CO M (89) 268 final 
CB-NF-89-Õ05-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0932-4 
ECU 3,80 
FR : 89 - 202 
Strategie partnering and local employment initiatives 
-V. I :Main report/ V. 2 description of case studies 
202 Take over and other general bids - Commission of the 
European Communities [Supplements to the Bulletin of the 
European Communities - 3] 
EN - 1989 - 22pp. : 17,6 x 25,0cm: stapled: ± 4 0 g / 
Proposal for a ¡Sth company law Directive. Presented to the 
Council by the Commission on ¡9 January ¡989. Supplement 
based on COM(88) 823 final 
CB-NF-89-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9849-7 
ECU 3,80 
DA : 89 - 200, DE : 89 - 203, ES : 89 - 199, FR : 89 - 200. 
GR : 8 9 - 189, IT : 89 - 199, NL : 89 - 199, PT : 89 - 199 
PERIODICALS 
Consumer price index P15 
129 
1003 free movement of capital 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
207 Création d'un espace financier européen - Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Perspectives européennes] 
F R - 1988-323 p. . : 17,6 x 25,0 cm: broché: ± 620 g / 
Libération des mouvements de capitaux et intégration 
financière dans la Communauté 
CB-PP-88-B03-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8191-8 
ECU 16 
ES : 89 - 207, FR : 89 - 207, NL : 89 - 210, PT : 89 - 207 
Un espace fìncancier européen - Servais, D. - Commission 
des Communautés europeennes 
FR - 1989 : Deuxième édition - 60 p. . : 17,6 x 25,0cm: 
agrafé: ± 130 g / Libération des mouvements de capitaux et 
intégration financière dans la Communauté 
CB-PP-88-E03-FR-C ISBN 92-825-8746-0 
ECU 6 
FR : 89 - 209 
209 The European financial common market - Directorate 
Coordination and preparation of publications -
Commission of the European Communities [European 
Documentation - 4] 
E N - 1989-69 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: stapled: ± 160 g / 
Manuscript completed in June 1989 
CB-56-89-093-EN-C IS BN 92-825-9984-1 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 209, ES : 89 - 209, FR : 89 - 208, PT : 89 - 209 
General arrangements applicable to capital movements -
Directorate-General Economic and Financial Affairs -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 101 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 300 g 
CB-5S-89-859-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9626-5 
ECU 12,75 
FR : 89-210 
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Glossarium - Selection of terms and expressions used in the 
external audit of the public sector - Working paper 493 
PERIODICALS 
EIB-Information P28 
European Economy P40 
PERIODICALS 
External trade - Monthly statistics 
1103 agreements with third countries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Directory of Community legislation in force and other Acts 
of the Community institutions 
-Volume I 
Directory of community legislation in force and other acts of 




European Economy - Supplement - Series A: Economic 
trends 
European Economy - Supplement - Series B : Business and 
consumer survey results 
Eurostatistics - Data for short-term economic analysis 
Results of the business survey carried out among 







Directory of Community legislation in force and other acts of 
the Community institutions 
-Volume I 
Directory of Community legislation in force and other acts of 
the Community institutions 
-Volume II 
1190 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
11 External relations 
1101 multilateral relations and 
international organizations 
Corps diplomatique accrédité auprès des Communautés 
européennes - avril 1989 - Direction générale Relations 
extérieures - Commission des Communautés européennes 
F R - 1989- 192 p . : 14,8 x 21,0 cm: broché: ± 250 g / 
Répertoire publié annuellement - Mise à jour en cours 
d'année 
CB-55-89-641-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9732-6 
ECU 5,50 
FR : 89-213 
A review of COST cooperation since its beginnings 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Convention on International trade in endangered species of 
wild fauna and flora - EC annual report 332 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora - EC annual report 1986 333 
PERIODICALS 
European Political Cooperation Documentation Bulletin 
-Vol .4 - 1988 
12 Energy 
P45 
211 Relations between the European Community and 
international organizations - 01/09/1989 - Commission of 
the European Communities 
FR/EN - 1989 - 376 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 920 g 
CB-56-89-780-2A-C ISBN 92-826-0085^ 
ECU 30,75 
FR : 89 - 211 
1102 commercial policy 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
1201 Euratom 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Adaptation of a robot and tools for dismantling of a gas-
cooled reactor - Lewis. C.J.Α.; Vibert, C.J.T. - Directorate-
General Science, Research and Development; Commission 
of the European Communities [Nuclear science and 
technology] 
EN - 1989 - iv, 60 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 200 g 
EUR 12186EN 
CD-NA-12-186-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0674-0 
ECU 6,25 
Association of the overseas countries and territories - French 
overseas departments / Compilation of texts 
-Volume XI 432 
Echanges internationaux de services 
External trade - System of generalized tariff preferences 
(GSP) - Imports 1987 
-Volume 1 
4^ K 
Aerosol measurements and nuclear accidents: A 
reconsideration 
Analogues naturels de la migration des radioéléments en 
formations granitiques par l'étude des paléoaltérations 
hydro therm aies - Direction générale Science, recherche el 
développement; Commission des Communautés 
européennes [Sciences et techniques nucléaires] 
FR - 1989- xx, 189 p.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: broché: ± 620 g 
EUR 12297 FR 
CD-NA-12-297-FR-C ISBN 92-826-0800-X 
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ECU 16,25 
FR : 89-216 
216 An appreciation of the events, models and data used for 
LMFBR radiological source term estimations - Keir, 1 λ ; 
Clough, P.N. - Directorate-General Science, Research and 
Development; Commission of the European Communities 
[Nuclear science and technology] 
EN - 1989 -v i , 88 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 270 g 
EUR 12276 EN 
CD-NA-12-276-EÌS-C ISBN 92-826-0816-6 
ECU 7,50 
217 The assessment of low-level contamination from gamma-
emitting radionuclides - Gray, P.W. - Directorate-General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology] 
EN - 1989 - vi, 132 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : 
± 350 g / Final report 
EUR 12183 EN 
CD-NA-12-183-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9994-9 
ECU 11,25 
218 Calculation of groundwater flow and particle tracking for the 
Gorleben site with Metropol - Leijnse, A. ; Glasbergen, P. ; 
Nijhoff-Pan, I.; Sauter, F. - Directorate-General Science, 
Research and Development; Commission of the European 
Communities [Nuclear science and technology] 
EN - 1989 - x , 75pp . : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 250g 
EUR 12226 EN 
CD-NA-12-226-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9996-5 
ECU 7,50 
219 CEC natural analogue working group - Directorate-General 
Science, Research and Development; Commission of the 
European Communities [Nuclear science and technology] 
EN - 1989 - x, 231 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : 
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the European Communities in the fields of education, training 
and youth policy during 1987 - Directorate-General 
Employment, Social Affairs and Education - Commission 
of the European Communities [Social Europe -
supplements - 5] 
EN - 1989 - 46 págs. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : stapled : ± 170 g 
CE-NC-88-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9202-2 
ECU 5,10 / Annual subscriptions: Social Europe (general 
review): ECU 28 / Social Europe + supplements: 
ECU 69,50 
FR : 89-418 
85 
Formation des formateurs des jeunes en entreprise 76 
La formation professionnelle en France 77 
Health care and nursing education in the 21st century 101 
418 Higher education in the European Community - Student 
Hanbook - Mohr, Β., DAAD; Liebig, I., DAAD -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 : Fifth Edition - ii,470 pp.: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: 
softcover: ± 520 g / A directory of courses and institutions 
in 12 countries, also published by Kogan Page, London ISBN 
1-85091-501-6 
CB-49-87-713-EN-C ISBN 92-825-7633-7 
BFR 750: IRL 13,50: UKL 11,95 
DA : 89-418 , DE : 89-418 , ES : 89-417, FR : 89-417, 
GR : 89-416, NL : 89-418 , PT : 89-417 
The in-company trainer of young people in the United 
Kingdom 78 
In-company trainers of young people in Irish industry 79 
In-firm trainers of young people in the framework of the dual 
vocational training system of the Federal Republic of 
Germany 80 
First invitation conference on databases for education and 
training 82 
419 La mobilité des étudiants en Europe - Conditions 
linguistiques et socio-culturelles - Commission des 
Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989 : Document public - 140 p. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
broché: ± 340 g 
CB-55-89-851-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9623-0 
Social Europe - Supplement: ERASMUS and COMETI" in 
1988 - Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education ; Commission of the European Communities 
[Social Europe - supplements - 4] 
EN - 1989-88 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 220 g / 
ERASMUS programme - Annual report 1988. COM ETT 
programme - Report of 1988 activities 
CE-NC-89-004-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0669-4 
ECU 5,65 / Supplement / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 31/ Social Europe (with 
Supplements) ECU 76 
DE : 89-423 , FR : 89-419 
Social Europe - Supplement: The leading edge - Directorate-
General Employment, Social Affairs and Education; 
Commission of the European Communities [Social Europe 
- supplements - 1] 
E N - 1989-70 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled: ± 220 g / A 
review of the growth of school/industry partnership in the 
European Community 
CE-NC-89-OOl-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9750-4 
ECU 5,65 / Supplement / Annual subscription: Social 
Europe (General review) ECU 31 : Social Europe (with 
supplements) ECU 76 
D E : 89-422, FR : 89-420 
Training in innovation management 367 
The training needs of in-company trainers«engaged in the 
training of young people in Italy 95 
The training/development of in-company trainers/supervisors 
of young people - The case of Greece 96 
Les tuteurs et le développement de la fonction tutorale de 
l'entreprise dans la formation des jeunes en alternance -
France 97 
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425 Young Europeans in 1987 - September 1988 - Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 246 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 580 g 
CB-S5-89-374-EN-C ISBN 92-825-95114) 
ECU 14,70 
FR : 89 - 422 
The European financial common market 209 
Methods of promoting the supply of risk capital - Utilizing 




European University News 
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Graphic Manual 
426 A handbook for plastic artists - Moulin, R., CNRS, Paris -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988 : Second revised edition; public document -
222 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 540 g 
CB-47-864Ì34-EN-C ISBN 92-82S-7107-6 
ECU 24,90 
DA : 89 - 426, DE : 89 - 429, ES : 89 - 426, FR : 89 - 427, 
GR : 89 - 426, IT : 89 - 427, NL : 89 - 426, PT : 89 - 426 
Joint research by trade unions and universities into the 
technological society of tomorrow 
427 MEDIA 92: Measures to Encourage the Development of the 
Industry of Audiovisual production - Directorate-General 
Information; Commission of the European Communities 
FR/EN - 1989 : 3rd edition - 167 pp.: 15,9 x 23,9 cm: 
softcover : ± 300 g 
CC-S6-89-708-2A-C 
Free of charge 
FR : 89 - 428 
428 The public administration and the funding of culture in the 
European Community - Ca'Zorzi, A. - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 158 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : 
softcover: ± 460 g / Work on this manuscript was 
completed in Julv 1986 
CB-48-87-161-ÉN-C ISBN 92-825-6737-0 
ECU 16,20 
FR : 89 - 426, IT : 89 - 426 
429 Vade-mecum de l'éditeur - Office des publications officielles 
des Communautés européennes 









MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
431 New technologies in commerce : the potential and the cost -
Directorate-General Internal Market and Industrial 
Affairs; Commission of the European Communities 
[Commerce and distribution] 
EN - 1989 - iii, 50 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : stapled : ± 60 g / 
Final report 
EUR 12089 EN 
CD-NA-12-089-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9772-5 
ECU 5 
FR : 89-431 
1803 liberal professions 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
MEDIA 92: Measures to Encourage the Development of the 
Industry of Audiovisual production 427 
1890 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Echanges internationaux de services 
A guide to working in a Europe without frontiers 52 
19 Development and cooperation 
1902 European Development Fund (EDF) 
18 Tertiary sector, right of establishment and freedom to provide services 
PERIODICALS 
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S I' 65 
1801 insurance and banking 1903 agreements with developing countries 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
I.' activité Internationale des institutions de crédit de la 
Communauté européenne 
Credit intitulions - Community measures adopted or 
proposed - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Public document - 294 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: 
softcover: ± 700 g / Situation as at January 1989 
CB-5S-89-310-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9508-0 
ECU 24,75 
DE : 89 - 430, FR : 89 - 430 
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Association of the overseas countries and territories - French 
overseas departments / Compilation of texts - 01/01/87-
31/12/87 - Council of the European Communities 
EN - 1989-Volume XI- 56 pp.: 14,8 χ 21.0 cm: 
softcover : ± 90 g 
BX-S2-88-994-EN-C ISBN 92-824-0573-0 
ECU 3,50 
DA : 89 - 432, DE : 89 - 432, ES : 89 - 432, FR : 89 - 432. 
GR : 89 - 432, IT : 89 - 432, NL : 89 - 432. PT : 89 - 432 
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The Courier: Africa-Caribbcan-Pacific - European 
Community 
1990 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
P16 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 437, FR : 89 - 437 
Europe in figures - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : 2nd edition - 62 pp. : 21,0 χ 27.0cm: stapled: 
± 180 g / Published: Macmillan Education Ltd ISBN 0-333-
52021-1 Hampshire / Gill-Macmillan Ltd ISBN 0-7171-
1733-2 Dublin j HMSO ISBN 0-11-972300-X London 
CA-54-88-158-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9457-2 
ECU 6 
DA : 89 - 438, DE : 89 - 438, ES : 89 - 439, FR : 89 - 438, 
GR : 89 - 436, IT : 89 - 438, NL : 89 - 439, PT : 89 - 439 
Analysis of agricultural trade - EC-developing countries 
1970-1986 
433 The Europe-South dialogue - Directorate-General 
Information - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989- 95 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 380 g / 
Manuscript completed in December 1988 
CC-52-88-704-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8986-2 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 433, DE : 89 - 433, ES : 89 - 433, FR : 89 - 433, 
GR : 89 - 433, IT ; 89 - 433, NL : 89 - 433, PT : 89 - 433 
434 The Europe-South dialogue in practice - Directorate-General 
Information - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1988- 120 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 400 g / 
Manuscript completed in December 1987 
CC^7-86-882-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8436-4 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 434, DE : 89 - 434, ES : 89 - 434, FR : 89 - 434, 
GR : 89 - 434, IT : 89 - 434, NL : 89 - 434, PT : 89 - 434 
Regionen - Statistisches Jahrbuch 1988 - Statistisches Amt 
der Europäischen Gemeinschaften - Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Allgemeine Statistik] 
ES/DE/IT/PT - 1989 - xxv, 210 S., 14 Karten: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm : brochiert : ± 650 g 
CA-53-88-156-41-C ISBN 92-825-8855-6 
ECU 25 
DE : 89 - 439, ES : 89 - 440, IT : 89 - 439, PT : 89 - 440 
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Eurostatistics - Data for short-term economic analysis 
2002 national accounts, finance and 
balance of payments 
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20 Statistics 
2001 general statistics 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
435 ACP - Basic statistics -1988 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [General statistics] 
E N / F R - 1989-253 pp.: 10,5 x 14,8 cm: softcover: 
± 185 g / Selection of the most important statistics of the 
ACP countries, signatories with the Community of the Lome 
Convention 
CA-52-88-889-2A-C ISBN 92-82S-8867-X 
ECU 9,50 
FR : 89 - 435 
436 Basic statistics of the Community - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Genera] statistics] 
EN - 1989 : 26thedition - 293 pp.: 10,5 χ 14,8cm: 
softcover : ± 190 g / Comparison with some European 
countries, Canada, the USA, Japan and the USSR 
CA-53-88-568-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9495-5 
ECU 7 
DA : 89 - 440, DE : 89 - 440, ES : 89 - 438, FR : 89 - 440, 
GR : 89 - 435, IT : 89 - 440, NL : 89 - 436, PT : 89 - 438 
437 CADOS - General index - March 89 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989-236 pp.: 14,85 x 21,0 cm: softcover: 
± 260 g / Catalogue number of the collection: CA-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-894J08-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9819-5 / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 436, FR : 89 - 436 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
CADOS - Thesaurus 2 
Economy and finance - March 89 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 - 152pp.: 14,85 χ 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 200 g / Catalogue number of the collection: CA-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 S00 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-894M2-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9801-2 / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 8 9 - 4 4 1 , FR : 89-441 
Comparison of price levels and economic aggregates 1985 : 
the results for 22 African countries - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Economy and finances] 
EN/FR - 1989 - 382pp. : 21,0 x 29.7cm: softcover: 
± 940 g / Extensive international programme for defining 
calculation standards and comparing economic indicators 
CA-49-87-Í55-2A-C ISBN 92-825-9738-5 
ECU 25,60 
FR : 89 - 442 
443 Consumer price indices in the European Community 
Similarities, differences and proposals for harmonization -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Economy and 
finances] 
EN - 1989 - 86pp. : 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: ± 260 g 
CA-S6-89-207-EN-C ISBN 92-826-0607-4 
ECU 8 
DE : 89 - 444, FR : 89 - 445 
General government accounts and statistics - 1970-1986 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Economy and 
finances] 
E N / F R - 1989 - Ixviii, 328 pp.: 21,0 χ 29.7 cm: softcover: 
± 1050 g 
CA-53-88-972-6A-C ISBN 92-825-9462-9 
ECU 16,20 
FR : 89 - 443 
438 CADOS - Thesaurus 1 
General developing countries1 statistics - March 89 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities 
E N - 1989- 171 pp.: 14,85 x 21,0 cm: softcover: 
± 220 g / Catalogue number of the collection : CA-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-894)01-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9798-9 / 92-825-9736-9 
445 National accounts ESA - Aggregates 1970-1987 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Economy and finances] 
EN/FR/NL - 1989 - 133pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 3 7 0 g 
CA-53-88-487-3D-C ISBN 92-825-9246*1 
ECU 15,50 
DA : 89 - 445, DE : 89 - 445, ES : 89 - 444. FR : 89 - 444, 
GR : 8 9 - 4 4 1 , IT : 89 - 444, NL : 89 - 445, PT : 89 - 444 
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ECU-EMS Information 
Money and finance 
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CADOS - Thesaurus 3 
Population and social conditions - March 89 - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989 -91 pp.: 14,85 χ 21,0cm: softcover: ± 120g / 
Catalogue number of the collection: CA-26-89-000-EN-C. 
The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 synonyms) 
document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-89-003-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9804-7 / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89-449, FR : 89 - 446 
Demographic statistics - 1989 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 244pp. : 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 630 g 
CA-53-88-342-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9379-7 
ECU 18,50 
DA : 89 - 446, DE : 89 - 448, ES : 89 - 450, FR : 89 - 450, 
GR : 89 - 447, IT : 89 - 450, NL : 89 - 446, PT : 89 - 449 
Employment and unemployment - 1989 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - 230 pp : 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 630 g 
CA-53-88-528-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9734-2 
ECU 21 
DA : 89 - 447, DE : 89 - 447, ES : 89 - 447, FR : 89 - 447, 
GR : 89 - 446, IT : 89 - 448, NL : 89 - 450, PT : 89 - 448 
Employment in Europe - 1989 
Employment statistics - Methods and definitions - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Population and social conditions] 
EN - 1989 - 57 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 190 g 
CA-53-88-099-EN-C ISBN 92-825-8954-4 
ECU 3,50 
DE : 89 - 446, ES : 89 - 449, FR : 89 - 449, IT : 89 - 449 
Labour force survey - Results 1987 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Population and social conditions] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - 237 pp.: 
2i,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover: ± 640 g / Sample survey 
pursuant to Council Regulation (EEC) No 3605/86 of 24 
November ¡986, carried out in the spring of ¡987 
CA-55-89-932-9A-C ISBN 92-826-0678-3 
ECU II 
DA : 89 - 450, DE : 89 - 450, ES : 89 - 448, FR : 89 - 448, 
GR : 89 - 448, IT : 89 - 447, NL : 89 - 449, PT : 89 - 450 
Programme for research and actions on the development of 
the labour market - Trends and distribution of incomes - an 
Earnings: Industry and services 
Unemployment 
2004 industry and services 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
I.' activité internationale des institutions dc credit de la 
Communauté européenne - Office statistique des 
Communautés européennes -Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Energie et industrie] 
F R - 1989- 146 p . : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: broché: ± 400 g 
CA-55-89-681-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9860-8 
ECU 13,50 
FR : 89-451 
452 CADOS - Thesaurus 4 
Industry* energy, services - March 89 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
E N - 1989- 195 pp.: 14.85 χ 21,0 cm : softcover : 
± 220 g / Catalogue number of the collection: CA-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-89-O04-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9807-1 / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 453, FR : 89 - 453 
Carriage of goods 1986 - Railways - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Services and transport] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 -
xxxviii, 158 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 525 g 
CA-S3-88-552-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9015-1 
ECU 18 
DA : 89 - 456, DE : 89 - 458, ES : 89 - 464, FR : 89 - 463, 
GR : 89 - 455, IT : 89 - 463, NL : 89 - 456, PT : 89 - 463 
Carriage of goods 1986 - Road - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Services and transport] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 -
xxxviii, 136pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 475 g 
CA-53-88-544-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9035-6 
ECU 14 
DA : 89 - 457, DE : 89 - 459, ES : 89 - 463. FR : 89 - 464, 
GR : 89 - 454, IT : 89 - 464, NL : 89 - 457, PT : 89 - 464 
455 Carriage of goods 1987 - Inland waterways - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Services and transport] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 -
xxxviii, 170 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 440 g 
CA-SS-89-770-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9879-9 
ECU 18 
DA : 89 - 458, DE : 89 - 460, ES : 89 - 467, FR : 89 - 467, 
GR : 89 - 456, IT : 89 - 467, NL : 89 - 458, PT : 89 - 467 
456 Carriage of goods 1987 - Railways - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Services and transport] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 -
xxxviii, 158 pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 480 g / 
Statistics referring to the carriage of goods within the 
Member States on the main railway networks open to public 
traffic 
CA-55-89-778-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9880-2 
ECU 18 
DA : 89-459, DE : 8 9 - 4 6 1 , ES : 89 -466, FR : 89-465, 
GR : 89 - 458, IT : 89 - 465, NL : 89 - 459, PT : 89 - 465 
457 Carriage of goods 1987 - Road - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Services and transport] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 -
xxxviii, 123 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 400 g / 
Statistics on goods traffic by road, carried on vehicles 
registered in the Member States 
CA-5649-069-9A-C ISBN 92-826-0690-2 
ECU 15 
DA : 89 - 460. DE : 89 - 462. ES : 89 - 465, FR : 89 - 466, 
GR : 89 - 457, IT : 89 - 466, NL : 89 - 460, PT : 89 - 466 
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458 Echanges internationaux de services - Office statistique des 
Communautés européennes - Commission des 
Communautés européennes [Commerce extérieur] 
F R - 1989- 190 p . : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : broché : ± 500 g / 
Cette publication a pour objet l'évaluation des échanges 
extérieurs de services de la Communauté européenne (EUR 
12) de 1979 à 1986 
CA-S649-166-FR-C ISBN 92-8264)813-1 
ECU 14,50 
FR : 89 - 454 
459 Energy balance sheets 1986-1987 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
ES/DE/EN/FR/IT/PT - 1989 - 229pp. : 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 600 g / Manuscript completed in December 
1988 
CA-S3J8-512-6F-C ISBN 92-825-9274-X 
ECU 17,50 
FR : 89 - 452 
460 Energy - Statistical yearbook 1987 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
DA/GR/EN/FR/NL - 1989 - xxxv, 114pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 400 g / Manuscript completed in 
December 1988 
CA-S3-88-49S-SE-C ISBN 92-825-9364-9 
ECU 21 
DA : 89 - 454, DE : 89 - 456, ES : 89 - 454, FR : 89 - 455, 
G R : 89-453, I T : 89-454, NL : 89 - 454, PT : 89 - 454 
461 Government financing of research and development 1980-
1987 (yearly) - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities; Commission of the European Communities 
[Miscellaneous statistics] 
EN - 1989- 115 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 320 g 
CA-S3-88-390-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9339-8 
ECU 17,50 
DA : 89 - 463, DE : 89 - 464, ES : 89 - 456, FR : 89 - 457, 
GR : 89 - 452, IT : 89 - 456, NL : 89 - 464, PT : 89 - 456 
ECU 9,90 
FR : 89 - 460 
467 Structure and activity of industry - Data by size of 
enterprises 1984 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
[Energy and industry] 
DE/EN/FR - 1989 - 155 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 430 g 
CA-53-88-609-3A-C ISBN 92-825-9452-1 
ECU 11 
DE : 89-466, FR : 89-461 
Transport and communications - Statistical yearbook 1970-
1986 - Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Services and 
transport] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - Ixxvi, 2Ü9 pp. : 
21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 740 g / Manuscript completed 
in November 1988 
CA-S4-88-166-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9380-0 
ECU 32,50 
DA : 89 - 468, DE : 89 - 468, ES : 89 - 468, FR : 89 - 468, 
GR : 89 - 459, IT : 89 - 468. NL ; 89 - 468, PT : 89 - 468 
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462 Industry - Statistical yearbook 1988 - Statistical Office of 
the European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Energy and industry] 
DA/GR/EN/FR/NL - 1989 - xxxiv, 147 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 520 g 
CA-5348-091-5E-C ISBN 92-825-9038-0 
ECU 32 
DA : 89 -461 , DE : 8 9 - 4 6 3 , ES : 89 - 457, FR : 8 9 - 4 5 8 , 
GR : 8 9 - 4 5 1 , I T : 89-457, NL : 89-462 , PT : 89-457 
463 Iron and steel - Statistical yearbook 1988 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy and industry] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - lvi, 147 pp., 
10ill.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: ± 510g / Yearly 
statistics on the structure and the economic situation of the 
Community's iron and steel industry 
CA-S348-447-9A-C ISBN 92-82SJ993-5 
ECU 23,20 
DA : 89 - 462, DE : 89 - 455, ES : 89 - 459, FR : 89 - 459, 
GR :89-460 , IT : 8 9 - 4 5 9 , N L : 8 9 - 4 6 1 , PT :89 -459 
464 Operation of nuclear power stations 1987 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities [Energy and industry] 
DE/EN/FR - 1989 - 143 pp. : 21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : 
± 390 g / Manuscript completed in July 1988 
CA-S348-504-3A-C ISBN 92-825-93304 
ECU 16,25 
DE : 89 - 452, FR : 89 - 456 
Panorama of EC industry 1989 
465 Structure and activity of industry - Annual inquiry - Main 
results 1984/1985 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
[Energy and industry] 
DE/EN/FR - 1989 - 292pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 840 g 
CA-53-88-601-3A-C ISBN 92-825-9244-8 
ECU 21 
DE : 89-467, F R : 89-462 
466 Structure and activity of industry - Data by regions 
1983/1984 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
[Energy and industry] 
EN/FR - 1988 - 123 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 340 g 
CA-S3-88-996-2A-C ISBN 92-825-9249-9 
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469 Agricultural income - Sectoral income index analysis 1988 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries] 
EN - 1989- 112 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover: ± 300 g 
CA-55-89-067-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9467-X 
ECU 10 
DE : 89 - 474, FR : 89 - 475 
470 Agricultural prices 1979-1988 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities [Agriculture, forestry and fisheries] 
D E / E N / F R / I T - 1 9 8 9 - l v i , 307 pp.: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover: ± 920 g / Provides annual series for the selling 
prices of the agricultural (crop and animal) products ana the 
purchase prices of agricultural production 
CA-55-89-673-4A-C ISBN 92-826-0682-1 
ECU 18,50 
DE : 89 - 469, FR : 89 - 474, IT : 89 - 475 
471 CADOS - Thesaurus 5 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing - March 89 - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
E N - 1989- 127 pp.: 14,85 x 21,0 cm: softcover: 
± 140 g / Catalogue number of the collection: C A-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-89-005-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9810-1 / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 470, FR : 89 - 469 
472 Economic accounts for agriculture and forestry - 1982-1987 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Agriculture, 
forestry and fisheries] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - 261 pp.: 
21,0 x 29,7 cm : softcover : ± 650 g / Manuscript completed 
in February 1989 
CA-53-88-269-9A-C ISBN 92-825-9470-X 
ECU 18 
DA : 89 - 475, DE : 89 - 472, ES : 89 - 473, FR : 89 - 470, 
GR : 89 - 470. IT : 89 - 472, NL : 89 - 474, PT : 89 - 473 
Publications of the European Communities: 1989 
48 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
473 Landwirtschaft - Statistisches Jahrbuch 1989 - Statistisches 
Amt der Europäischen Gemeinschaften - Kommission der 
Europäischen Gemeinschaften [Land- und Forstwirtschaft, 
Fischerei] 
ES/DE/IT/PT - 1989 : Vorangegangene Veröffentlichung: 
Landwirtschaft - Jahrbuch 1988 - xliv. 260 S.. 8 Abb.: 
21,0 χ 29,7cm: brochiert: ± 860g (Dem Werk liegt ein 
Faltblatt bei) / Statistisches Vademekum, das 
zusammengefaßt die wichtigsten von Eurostat in den 
Sonderbroschüren veröffentlichten Rubriken enthält 
CA-S3-88-536*41-C ISBN 92-825-9450-5 
ECU 25 
DE : 89 - 473. ES : 89 - 469, IT : 89 - 469, PT : 89 - 469 
474 Manuale dei conti economici dell'agricoltura e della 
silvicoltura - Istituto statistico delle Comunità europee -
Commissione delle Comunità europee [Agricoltura, foreste 
e pesca] 
I T - 1989 - 126 p . : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: brossura: ± 380 g 
CA-53-88^t5S-IT-C ISBN 92-825-9956-6 
ECU 12,50 
DA : 89 - 472, GR : 89 - 469, IT : 89 - 473, NL : 89 - 473, 
PT : 89 - 474 
475 Manuel sur les comptes économiques pour l'agriculture et la 
sylviculture - Office statistique des Communautés 
européennes; Commission des Communautés européennes 
[Agriculture, sylviculture et pêche] 
FR - 1989 - 127 p . : 21,0 X 29,7 cm: broché: ± 360 g, ' 
L'objectif du manuel est de fournir un instrument cohérent. 
pratique et compréhensible pour l'élaboration et l'utilisation 
des CEA et des CEF 
CA-50-87-316-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9243-X 
ECU 5,70 




Animal production - Quarterly statistics 
Crop production - Quarterly statistics 
DA : 89 - 478, DE : 89 - 477, ES : 89 - 478, FR : 89 - 478, 
GR : 89 - 476, IT : 89 - 478, NL : 89 - 477, PT : 89 - 478 
PERIODICALS 




P 1 7 
2090 miscellaneous 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
479 CADOS - Index of top terms by theme - March 89 -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989- 87 pp.: 14,85 χ 21,0cm: softcover: ± 120 g / 
Catalogue number of the collection: CA-26-89-000-EN-C. 
The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 synonyms) 
document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-894Ì09-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9823-3 / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 479, FR : 89 - 479 
480 CADOS - Thesaurus 9 
Miscellaneous - March 89 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
E N - 1989 -210pp . : 14,85 χ 21,0 cm : softcover : 
± 220 g / Catalogue number of the collection : CA-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-894J07-EN-C ISBN 92-825-98164) / 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 480, FR : 89 - 480 
DOSES - Development of statistical expert systems 353 
EC Agricultural Price Indices: Monthly results / Half-yearly 
statistics P23 
2006 foreign trade 
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
476 Analysis of agricultural trade - EC-developing countries 
1970-1986 - September 1988 - Möbius, U. ; Filip, D. ; 
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities [Foreign trade] 
EN/FR - 1989 - 235pp. : 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover: 
± 640 g / Value and trends of EC agricultural trade, trade 
with the developing countries. Draft final report 
CA-54-88-077-2A-C ISBN 92-825-9765-2 
ECU 7 
FR : 89 - 476 
European customs inventory of chemicals - A guide to the 
tariff classification of chemicals in the Combined 
Nomenclature 
481 Eurostat Vade-mecum - Guide to the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities; Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 27 pp. : 17,6 x 24,9 cm : stapled : ± 60 g 
CA-56-89-570-EN-C IS BN 92-826-0748-8 
Free of charge 
FR : 89 - 483 
Explanatory notes to the combined nomenclature of the 
European Communities 
Explanatory notes to the combined nomenclature of the 
European Communities - 1989 edition 
33 
477 CADOS - Thesaurus 6 
External trade - March 89 - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989- 114 pp.: 14,85 χ 21,0cm: softcover: 
± 140 g / Catalogue number of the collection: CA-26-89-
000-EN-C. The CADOS thesauri (5 600 words and 9 500 
synonyms) document the CRONOS database 
CA-26-89-006-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9813-6 ( 92-825-9736-9 
Free of charge 
DE : 89-478 , FR : 89 - 477 
482 Library statistics for policy-making - Directorate-General 
Telecommunications, Information Industry and 
Innovation; Commission of the European Communities 
[Information management] 
EN - 1989 - X.41 pp.: 16,2 χ 22,9 cm: stapled: ± 100 g / 
Report of a workshop held in Luxembourg, I February ¡988 
EUR 11894 EN 
CD-NA-11-894-EN-C ISBN 92-825-9186-7 
ECU 5 
External trade - System of generalized tariff preferences 
(GSP) - Imports 1987 - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities; D i rectorale-Gen eral External Relations; 
D i recto ra te-Gene ral Customs Union and Indirect 
Taxation - Commission of the European Communities 
[Foreign trade] 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT - 1989 - Volume I -
442 pp.: 21,0 x 29.7 cm: softcover: ± 1140 g 
CA-15-88-001-9Α-C ISBN 92-825-9182-4 
ECU 55 
483 The post-1992 European statistical information system -
Statistical Office of the European Communities; 
Commission of the European Communities [Miscellaneous 
statistics] 
EN - 1989 : Special edition - 424 pp. : 16,2 χ 22,9 cm : 
softcover: ± 640 g / Eurostat news. Proceedings of the 
seminar, Brussels, April 1989 
CA-AB-89-006-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DE : 8 9 - 4 8 1 , FR : 89 - 481 
Publications of the European Communities: 1989 




MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
484 ABEL - Summary of the Official Journal - User manual -
Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities 
EN - 1989 : Version I.O/EN Mai 1989 - 27 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: stapled: ± 120 g 
FX-56-89-077-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 484, DE : 89 - 484, ES : 89 - 484, FR : 89 - 484, 
IT : 89 - 484, PT : 89 - 484 
485 Bases de données et services ECHO - Carpentier, M. -
Commission des Communautés européennes 
F R - 1989- 34 p . : 14,7 x 20,8 cm: agrafé: ± 80 g 
CD-53-88-762-FR-C 
Gratuit 
DA : 89 - 488, DE : 89 - 488, ES : 89 - 485, FR : 89 - 485, 
GR : 89 - 484, IT : 89 - 485, NL : 89 - 488, PT : 89 - 485 
EDI in perspective 
489 Die Europäische Gemeinschaft als Verleger 1989/1990 - Amt 
für amtliche Veröffentlichungen der Europäischen 
Gemeinschaften 
D E - 1989 : 14 Ausgabe- 119 S. : 10 x 21cm: 
Klammerheftung: ± 100 g / Auszug aus den 
Veröffentlichungskatalogen ; enthält die wichtigsten amtlichen 
Veröffentlichungen der Jahre 1989-1990 
CB-56-89-6U-DE-C 
Kostenlos 
DE : 89-491 
490 Une Europe sans frontières: pour en savoir davantage: 
brochures, documents, périodiques, dossiers, jeux 
télématiques, films, vidéocassettes, panneaux d'exposition, 
conférenciers - Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR - 1989- 19 p . : 14,8 x 21.0 cm: agrafé: ± 50 g 
ZD-10-89-014-FR-P 
Gratuit 
FR : 89-491 
491 European Communities Glossary - 1989 - 10/1988 -
Zerwes, H. - Council of the European Communities 
EN/DE - 1989 - Volume I - 1147 pp. all pages included : 
17,6 χ 25,0 cm: hardcover: ± 1380 g / EC Glossary of the 
Council of the European Communities, General Secretariat -
Terminology Service. Compilation: Economic and Social 
Committee 
BX-17-88-001-2C-C ISBN 92-824-0614-8 / 92-824-0616-4 
Price for volumes I + II : ECU 62,50 
DE : 89 - 489 
4 S f. 
CADOS - General index 437 
CADOS - Index of top terms by theme 479 
CADOS - Thesaurus 1 
General developing countries' statistics 438 
CADOS - Thesaurus 2 
Economy and finance 44] 
CADOS - Thesaurus 3 
Population and social conditions 446 
CADOS - Thesaurus 4 
Industry, energy, services 452 
CADOS - Thesaurus 5 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing 471 
CADOS - Thesaurus 6 
External trade 477 
CADOS - Thesaurus 9 
Miscellaneous 480 
Catalogue of publications 1988 54 
CATEL - Electronic catalogue - User manual - Office for 
Official Publications of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : Version 1.2/EN April 1989 - 35 pp.: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm: softcover: ± 120 g 
FX-56-89-085-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - 485, DE : 89 - 485, ES : 89 - 486, FR : 89 - 486, 
IT : 89 - 486, NL : 89 - 485, PT : 89 - 486 
Community public finance -
1988 reform 
The European budget after the 
487 Directory of public databases - July 1989 - Directorate-
General Personnel and Administration - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989- 48 pp.: 17,3 χ 24,9cm: stapled: ± 1 1 0 / 
Directory of public databases produced by the Commission of 
the European Communities 
CB-XX-88-lll-EN-C 
Free of charge 
488 Directory of Public Databases - September 1989 -
Directorate-General Personnel and Administration -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - 1989-48 pp.: 17,3 x 24,9 cm: stapled: ± 110 / 
Directory of public databases produced by the Commission of 
the European Communities 
CB-56-89-594-EN-C 
Free of charge 
492 The European Community as a publisher - 1989 - Office for 
Official Publications of the European Communities 
EN - 1989 : 13th edition - 118 pp.: 10 x 21 cm: stapled: 
± 80 g / This catalogue is an abridged version; it comprises 
the main official publications of ¡984-J988 and the 
publications for general information 
CB-S3-88-374-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DE : 89 - 490, FR : 89 - 487, GR : 89 - 485 
Eurostat Vade-mecum - Guide to the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities 481 
La formación profesional en España - Bibliografía básica 75 
493 Glossarium - Selection of terms and expressions used ín the 
external audit of the public sector - Working paper -
Everard, P. ; Wolter, D. - Court of Auditors of the 
European Communities 
ES/DE/EN/FR/AR - 1989- 149 pp.: 17,6 x 25,0cm: 
softcover: ± 280 g / There is also an Arabian language 
version for this publication 
MX-55-89-439-5F-C ISBN 92-774-6740-1 
ECU 5 
DE : 89 - 493, ES : 89 - 493, FR : 89 - 493 
Graphic Manual 18 
494 Guide to the Archives of the Ministries of Foreign Affairs of 
the Member States, of the European Communities and of the 
European Political Cooperation - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN - 1989 - 78 pp. : 17,6 χ 25,0 cm : softcover : ± 160 g 
CB-55-89-568-EN-C IS BN 92-825-9725-3 
ECU 10 
FR : 89 - 494 
Guidelines for improving the synergy between the public and 
private sectors in the information market 358 
495 Index 1985 - Bulletin des Communautés européennes -
Commission des Communautés européennes 
F R - 1989-iv, 101 p . : 17,6 χ 25,0 cm: broché: ± 210g 
CB-52-88-510-FR-C ISBN 92-825-9006-2 
ECU 9,92 
FR : 89-495 , PT : 89 - 495 
Inventory of the European Community information services 
market 360 
Library statistics for policy-making 482 
496 OSI model for library applications - A tutorial -
Cailloux, J.M.; Casimir, C. - Directorate-General 
Telecommunications, Information Industry and 
Innovation; Commission of the European Communities 
[Information management] 
Publications of the European Communities: 19 
50 CLASSIFIED INDEX 
EN - 1989 - vii, 135 pp.: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover: 
± 400 g 
EUR 12437 EN 




European Political Cooperation Documentation Bulletin 
-Vol.4- 1988 
Index to the Official Journal of the European Communities -
Monthly Index 
-Volume 1 : Alphabetical index 
Index to the Official Journal of the European Communities -
Monthly Index 
-Volume 2: Methodological Table 
Publications of the European Communities 
Recent publications on the European Communities received 
by the Library 
-Year XXXI 
SCAD Bibliographic file 
SCAD Bibliographies 
SCAD Bulletin 











MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES 
Europe in figures 




Avrupa Ρ 5 
Bulletin of the Economic and Social Committee P7 
Bulletin of the European Communities 
-Volume 22 P8 
COM Documents PIO 
COM Documents Pll 
Committee Reports of the European Parliament P12 
Committee Reports of the European Parliament P13 
Community Report Ρ14 
Debates of the European Parliament - Annex to the Official 
Journal of the EC P18 
Documents Ρ19 
Dossier Europa P20 
€-News P2I 
Echos de l'Europe P24 
EF-avisen P26 
Eur-Info P33 
Europa van morgen P38 
Europe - Magazine of the Europe Communities P39 
European File P43 
Euroscail P47 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices P60 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices P61 
Annex to the Official Journal of the European Communities, 
series C Ρ 62 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation P63 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation P64 
Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S P65 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee P66 
Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee P67 
Publications of the European Communities P68 
La semaine européenne P76 
Télex 12 Ρ 79 
Texts adopted by the European Parliament P80 
Ευρωπαϊκή επικαιρότητα P85 
Publications of the European Communities: 1989 
PERIODICALS 51 
Periodicals ECU 260 / Global subscription microfiche COM, ESC a n d E P : ECU 338 DA : 8 9 - P 6 0 , DE : 8 9 - P 5 7 , ES : 89 - Ρ12, FR : 89 - PIO. GR : 8 9 - P 8 , IT : 8 9 - P 9 , NL : 8 9 - Ρ 1 2 , PT : 89- P13 
PI Agricultural markets: Prices (4 issues) - Directorate-General 
Agriculture - Commission of the European Communities 
DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 χ 29.7cm: softcover 
CB-AZ-89-000-7C-C ISSN 0250-9601 
ECU 65 / Single copy: ECU 14,40 
DA : 8 9 - P 6 2 , DE : 89 - P I , FR : 8 9 - P 5 9 . GR : 89 - Ρ1 . 
IT : 8 9 - P 6 2 . N L : 8 9 - P 5 7 
P2 Agricultural prices (4 sets) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR/IT - microform 
CA-BP-89-000-4A-A ISSN 0254-3834 
ECU 46,50 / Single copy: ECU 12.70 
DE : 89 - P2, FR : 89 - P66, IT : 89 - P69 
P3 Agricultural Prices (quarterly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR/IT: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover / Selected series 
from the Cronos databank 
CA-CD-89-000-4A-C 
ECU 46,50 / The subscription includes "Rapid reports: 
Agriculture" / Single copy: ECU 12,70 
DE : 89 - P3, FR : 89 - P67. IT : 89 - P70 
P4 Animal production - Quarterly statistics (quarterly) -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover / Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-BF-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0250-6580 
ECU 51 / Complete subscription "Agricultural statistics": 
ECU 132 / Single copy:ECU 15 
DE : 8 9 - P 7 9 , FR : 89 - P68 
P5 Avnipa (monthly) 
TR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / magazine 
CC-BA-89-OOO-TR-C 
Free of charge / Ankara; Commission of the European 
Communities 
P6 Bulletin of energy prices (half-yearly) - Directorate-General 
Energy - Commission of the European Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled / A survey of import and 




FR : 89 - P6 
P7 Bulletin of the Economic and Social Committee (monthly) -
Economic and Social Committee 
EN: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: stapled 
EX-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-5846 
ECU 2 8 / Single copy: ECU 4 
DA : 8 9 - P 6 9 , DE : 8 9 - P 1 4 , ES : 89 - P8. FR : 8 9 - P 7 . 
GR : 8 9 - P 2 6 , IT : 89 - P4, NL : 89-PIO, PT : 89 - P8 
Ρ 11 COM Documents (approximately daily) · Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled / Interinstitutionalfree 
periodical catalogue 
CB-CO-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0254-1475 
ECU 1 150 / Selective subscriptions - Global subscription 
Doc. COM, ESC and EP: ECU 1 500 
DA : 8 9 - P 6 1 , DE : 8 9 - P 5 8 , ES : 89 - Ρ13, FR : 89 - Ρ 11. 
GR : 8 9 - Ρ 9 , IT : 89 - ΡΙΟ, NL : 89 - Ρ13, PT : 89 - Ρ14 
Ρ12 Committee Reports of the European Parliament (irregular) -
European Parliament 
EN - microform / Interinstitutional free periodical catalogue 
AY-CO-89-OOO-EN-A 
ECU 162 / Global subscription microfiche COM, ESC 
a n d E P : ECU 338 
DA : 8 9 - P 6 3 , DE : 8 9 - P 7 1 , ES : 8 9 - P 2 8 , FR : 8 9 - P 1 9 . 
GR : 89 - PI U IT : 8 9 - P 1 8 , NL : 89 - P83, PT : 89 - P21 
P13 Committee Reports of the European Parliament (irregular) -
European Parliament 
EN: 21,0 x 29.7 cm / Interinstitutional free periodical 
catalogue 
A Y-CO-89-000-EN-C ISSN 0256-2375 
ECU 720 / Selective subscriptions - Global subscription 
Doc. COM, ESC and EP: ECU 1 500 
DA : 89 - P64, DE : 89 - P72, ES : 89 - P29, FR : 89 - P20, 
GR : 8 9 - Ρ 12, IT : 8 9 - Ρ 1 9 , NL : 8 9 - P 8 4 , PT : 8 9 - P 2 2 
Ρ14 Community Report (monthly) - Office in Ireland -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / bulletin 
CC-AR-89-OOO-EN-C 
Free of charge / Distibuted by the Office in Ireland 
PI5 Consumer price index (eleven times a year + 
4 supplements) - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CA-CB-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 1010-2779 
ECU 46,50 / The subscription includes "Rapid reports: 
Economy and finance" / Single copy: ECU 4,40 
FR : 8 9 - P 5 0 
Ρ16 The Courier: Africa-Caribbean-Pacific - European 
Community (every two months) - Frisch. D. - Directorate-
General Development; Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CF-AA-89-OOO-EN-C 
Free subscription except for yearly 5 ECU postal charge 
FR : 8 9 - P 1 6 
Ρ17 Crop production - Quarterly statistics (quarterly) -
Statistical Office of the European Communities -
Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover / Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-AD-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0378-3588 
ECU 51 / Complete subscription "Agricultural statistics": 
ECU 132/Single copy: ECU 15 
DE : 8 9 - P 6 3 , FR : 89 - P70 
Ρ 8 Bulletin of the European Communities (eleven times a 
year) - Secretariat-General of the Commission -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN - Volume 22: 17,6 x 25,0 cm: softcover 
CB-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-3693 
ECU 98,50 / Complete subscription: 11 issues + index + 
supplements - Single copy: ECU 7,60 
DA : 8 9 - P 5 , DE : 8 9 - P 1 3 , ES : 89 - P7, FR : 8 9 - P 5 , 
GR : 89 - P6, IT : 89 - P5, NL : 89 - P9. PT : 89 - P7 
P9 Cedefop News - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training 
EN/DE/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: stapled 
HX-AB-89-0Õ0-3A-C 
Copies are obtainable on request, free of charge / Included 
in the subscription of "Vocational Training - Information 
Bulletin" 
DE : 8 9 - Ρ 16, FR : 8 9 - P 8 
PIO COM Documents - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN - microform: 14.8 x 10,5 cm / Interinstitutional free 
periodical catalogue 
CB-CO-89-OOO-EN-A 
Ρ18 Debates of the European Parliament - Annex to the Official 
Journal of the EC (irregular) - European Parliament 
EN - print on paper, microform: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover / // comprises the reports of proceedings. Annual 
indexes included with subscription 
AX-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-5041 
ECU 122,80 / Subscription microfiche: ECU 93,80. Annual 
subscriptions run from March until February (Pari, year) 
DA : 8 9 - P 3 2 , DE : 89 - P82. ES : 89 - Ρ 18, FR : 89 - Ρ17, 
GR : 8 9 - P 3 2 , IT : 89 - Ρ15, NL : 89 - P51, PT : 89 - Ρ19 
Ρ19 Documents (monthly) - Office for Official Publications of 
the European Communities - All Institutions 
EN: 17.6 χ 25,0 cm: stapled / Bibliographic notices of the 
COM Documents. EP Reports and CES Opinions 
FX-Al-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-0976 
Free of charge 
DA : 8 9 - Ρ12, DE : 8 9 - P 2 0 , ES : 8 9 - P 2 7 , FR : 8 9 - Ρ 1 8 , 
GR : 8 9 - Ρ 10. IT : 89 - Ρ17, NL : 8 9 - Ρ 18, PT : 8 9 - P 2 0 
P20 Dossier Europa (semestrale) - Ufficio in Italia -
Commissione delle Comunità europee 
IT: 20,5 χ 27.6cm: aggraffato 
CC-AW-89-OOO-IT-C 
Publications of the European Communities: 1989 
52 PERIODICALS 
Gratuito Distribuito dall'Ufficio in ¡tulia 
IT : 89 - P21 
P21 G -News (mensile) - Ufficio in Italia - Commissione delle 
Comunità europee 
IT: 14,0 x 28.0 cm / Supplemento al periodico «Dossier 
Europa » 
CC-BC-89-OOO-lT-C 
Gratuito / Distribuito dall'Ufficio in ¡talia 
IT : 8 9 - P 2 2 
P22 Earnings: Industry and services (half-yearly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
ES/DE/EN/FR/IT: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm: softcover 
CA-AC-89-000-5D-C ISSN 0259-0492 
ECU 53,50 / Single copy: ECU 28.20 
DE : 8 9 - P 8 1 . ES : 89 - P75. FR : 89 - P48. IT : 89 - P75 
P23 EC Agricultural Price Indices: Monthly results / Half-yearly 
statistics (half-yearly) - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
EN/FR: 21.0 x 29.7 cm: softcover , Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-BG-89-000-2A-C ISSN 0250-5967 
ECU 35 / Complete subscripton "Agricultural statistics": 
ECU 132 / Single copy: ECU 19.60 
FR : 89 - P49 
P24 Échos de l'Europe (mensuel) - Bureau au Luxembourg -
Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR: 20,6 x 27,7cm: agrafé 
CC-AC-89-OOO-FR-C 
Gratuit / Distribué par le Bureau de Représentation au 
Luxembourg 
FR : 89 - P24 
P25 ECU-EMS Information (monthly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN: 21.0 χ 29.7 cm: stapled / Important data on the 
European Monetary System and private uses of the ECU 
CA-CA-89-000-EÑ-C' ISSN 1011-0844 
ECU 46,50 / The subscription includes "Rapid reports: 
Economy and finance" / Single copy: ECU 5.50 
DE : 89 - P25, FR : 89 - P28. IT : 89 - P28 
EF-avisen (månedlig) - Kontor i Danmark - Kommissionen 
for De europæiske Fællesskaber 
DA : 29.0 x 40,0 cm 
CC-AQ-89-OOO-DA-C 
Gratis abonnement ekskl. forsendelse 75 DKR p.a. / 
Distribueres af Kontoret i Danmark 
DA : 8 9 - P 1 9 
EF News (five times per year) - European Foundation for 
the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
EN: 21,0 x 29.7cm: stapled 
SX-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0258-1965 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - P68, DE : 89 - P33. FR : 89 - P62. GR : 89 - P25, 
IT : 8 9 - P 4 8 . NL : 89 - P3I 
ElB-Information (monthly) - European Investment Bank 
EN: 21.0 χ 29,7cm: loose leaf 
IX-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0250-3891 
Free of charge / Distributed by the European Investment 
Bank 
DA : 89 - P20. DE : 89 - P27. ES : 89 - P6, FR : 89 - P4. 
GR : 89 - P2Î . IT : 8 9 - P 3 , NL : 8 9 - P 2 7 , PT : 89 - P6 
Energy in Europe / Energy policies and trends in the 
European Community (three times a year) - Directorate-
General Energy - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-BI-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-6141 
ECU 35 / Single copy: ECU 12.70 
DE : 89 - P29. ES : 89 - P38, FR : 89 - P30 
P30 Energy - Monthly statistics - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21.0 x 29.7 cm: stapled / Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-BX-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0258-3569 
ECU 53.50 / Subscription includes "Rapid Reports: 
Energy and industrv" / Complete subscription "Energv 
statistics": ECU 117.50 Single copy: ECU 5,10 
DE : 8 9 - P 3 0 . FR : 89 - P31 
P31 Erasmus newsletter (3 issues a year) - Directorate-General 
Employment, Social Affairs and Education - Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CE-AB-89-OOO-EN-C 
ECU 9 / Single copy: ECU 3,90 
DA : 89 - P23. DE : 89 - P31, ES : 89 - P40, FR : 89 - P32, 
GR : 89 - P7. IT : 89 - P32, NL : 89 - P30, PT : 89 - P34 
ESRA (European Safety and Reliability Association) 
Newsletter (three times a year) - Commission of the 
European Communities; Joint Research Centre 
E N - V o l . 6 : 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled 
CD-AE-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 1010-8149 
P33 Eur-Info (mensuel) - Bureau de Représentation en 
Belgique - Commission des Communautés européennes 
FR: 21.0 x 29,7cm 
CC-AO-89-OOO-FR-C 
Distribué par le Bureau de Représentation en Belgique 
FR : 8 9 - P 3 4 
P34 Euro abstracts, Section I: Euratom and EEC R & D and 
Demonstration Projects / Scientific and Technical 
Publications and Patents (monthly) - Directorate-General 
Telecommunications, Information Industry and 
Innovation - Commission of the European Communities 
EN - Vol. 27: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover 
CD-AB-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0014-2352 
ECU 76,50 / Complete subscription (Sections I + II): 
ECU 149,50 / Single copy: ECU 8,10 
P35 Euro-Abstracts, section II : Coal, steel and related social 
research (monthly + annual index) - Directorate-General 
Telecommunications, Information Industry and 
Innovation; Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CD-AC-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0378-3472 
ECU 103 / Complete subscription (Sections I + II): 
ECU 149,50 
DE : 8 9 - P 3 7 , FR : 8 9 - P 3 6 
P36 Europa-bericht (maandelijks) - Bureau in België -
Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
N L : 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
CC-AP-89-OOO-NL-C 
Verspreid door het Bureau in België 
NL : 8 9 - P 3 6 
P37 Europa Transport - Observation of the transport markets -
Directorate-General Transport - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21.0 x 29.7 cm: stapled / 4 issues + Annual 
Report (ES-DA-DE-EN-FR-IT-NL) + Annual Analysis and 
Forecasts (ES-DE-EN-FR-IT) 
CB-BC-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0257-0491 
ECU 34,50 
DE : 8 9 - P 3 9 . FR : 89 - P38 
Europa van morgen (wekelijks) - Bureau in Nederland ■ 
Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen 
N L : 21,0 x 29,7cm: ingenaaid 
CC-AT-89-OOO-NL-C 
Gratis / Verspreid door het Bureau in Nederland 
NL : 8 9 - P 3 8 
Europe - Magazine of the Europe Communities (10 times per 
year) - Information Office in Washington - Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN: 21,5 χ 28,0cm 
CC-BB-89-OOO-EN-C 
USD 14.95 ƒ Distributed by the Office in Washington 
European Economy (quarterly) - Directorate-General 
Economic and Financial Affairs - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-AR-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-0991 
ECU 58 / Combined subscription "European Economy" 
supplements A and B: ECU 84 
DE : 89 - P42, FR : 89 - P25. IT : 89 - P25 
P41 European Economy - Supplement - Series A: Economic 
trends (eleven times a year) - Directorate-General 
Economic and Financial Affairs - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-AS-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-2056 
ECU 23,50 Complete series of supplements: ECU 37 
DE : 89 - P43, FR : 89 - P26. IT : 89 - P26 
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P42 European Economy - Supplement - Series B: Business and 
consumer survey results (eleven times a year) - Directorate-
General Economic and Financial Affairs - Commission of 
the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-AT-89-OOO-EN-C \SSN0379-2110 
ECU 23,50 / Complete series of supplements: ECU 37 
DE : 89 - P44, FR : 89 - P27, IT : 89 - P27 
P43 European File (twice monthly) - Directorate-General 
Information - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 14,8 χ 21,0cm: stapled 
CC-AD-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0379-3133 
Free subscription except for yearly 5 ECU postal charge 
DA : 89 - P30, DE : 89 - P76, ES : 89 - P30, FR : 89 - P21, 
GR : 89 - P22, IT : 89 - P79, NL : 89 - P60, PT : 89 - P23 
P44 European Parliament (irregular) - European Parliament 
EN: 30,0 x 43,0cm 
AX-AC-89-OOO-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 8 9 - P 3 1 , DE : 8 9 - P 4 1 , FR : 89 - P65, IT : 8 9 - P 6 8 , 
NL : 89 - P45 
Ρ 54 
DA : 89 - P53, DE : 89 - P64, ES : 89 - P61, FR : 89 - P80, 
GR : 89 - P27, IT : 89 - P56, NL : 89 - P70, PT : 89 - P54 
Index to the Official Journal of the European Communities -
Monthly Index - Office for Official Publications of the 
European Communities - All Institutions 
EN - Volume2: Methodological Table: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
stapled / The monthly indexes will appear at the end of the 
year in the annual cumulative indexes 
FX-AE-89-BOl-EN-C ISSN 0250-6734 
Inclusive with subscription to Official Journal, series C + L 
DA : 8 9 - P 5 4 , DE : 89 - P65, ES : 8 9 - P 6 2 , FR : 8 9 - P 8 1 , 
GR : 8 9 - P 2 8 , IT : 8 9 - P 5 7 , NL : 8 9 - P 7 1 , P T : 8 9 - P 5 5 
Industrial production - Quarterly statistics - Statistical Office 
of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover / Glossary 
ES/DA/GR/IT/NL/PT 
CA-BL-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0254-0649 
ECU 34,50 / Single copy: ECU 9,50 
DE : 8 9 - P 5 5 , FR : 8 9 - P 6 9 
P45 European Political Cooperation Documentation Bulletin 
(half-yearly) - European Policy Unit; Inst. Europ. Politik; 
The European University Institute, Badia, Fiesolana -
Florence 
EN/FR - Vol. 4 - 1988: 17,6 x 24,9 cm: softcover / 
Periodic (covering one Presidency) and systematic 
compilation of all the public documents produced by the 
European Political Cooperation 
OY-AA-89-000-2A-C ISSN 0259-2290 
ECU 23,50 / Single copy: ECU 12,70 
P46 European University News (six times yearly) - Directorate-
General Information; Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN/FR: 14,8 x 21,0cm: stapled 
CC-AF-89-000-2A-C 
Free subscription except for yearly 5 ECU postal charge 
FR : 8 9 - P 6 3 
P47 Euroscail (monthly) - Office in Ireland - Commission of the 
European Communities 
GA: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / newsletter 
CC-AS-89-OOO-GA-C 
Free of charge / Distibuted by the Office in Ireland 
P48 Eurostat News (quarterly + special number) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 16,2 χ 22,9cm: stapled 
CA-AB-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-4207 
Free subscription except for yearly 5 ECU postal charge 
DE : 8 9 - P 4 9 , FR : 8 9 - P 5 2 
P49 EurostatistJcs - Data for short-term economic analysis 
(eleven times a year) - Statistical Office of the European 
Communities - Commission of the European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover 
CA-BJ-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0252-8266 
ECU 64,50 / The subscription includes "Rapid reports: 
Regions" / Single copy: ECU 6 
DE : 8 9 - P 5 0 , FR : 89 - P45 
Ρ 50 External trade - Monthly statistics (monthly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : softcover / Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-AR-89-O00-2A-C ISSN 0378-3723 
ECU 1 1 1 / Single copy : ECU 10,20 
FR : 89- P12 
P51 Green Europe (monthly) - Directorate-General Agriculture -
Directorate-General Information; Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CC-AK-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 1012-2117 
Free subscription except for yearly 5 ECU postal charge 
DA : 89 - P55, DE : 89 - P53. ES : 89 - P48, FR : 89 - P42, 
GR : 89 - P29, IT : 89 - P40, NL : 89 - P50, PT : 89 - P42 
Ρ 52 Index to the Official Journal of the European Communities -
Monthly Index - Office for Official Publications of the 
European Communities - All Institutions 
EN - Volume 1: Alphabetical index: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
stapled / The monthly indexes will appear at the end of the 
year in the annual cumulative indexes 
FX-AE-89-AOl-EN-C ISSN 0250-6661 
Inclusive with subscription to Official Journal, series C + L 
Industrial trends - Monthly statistics (monthly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled / Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-AP-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0258-1922 
ECU 53,50 / The subscription includes "Rapid reports: 
Energy and industry" / Single copy: ECU 4,40 
DE : 8 9 - P 5 4 , FR : 89 - Ρ15 
Information Market - Marché de l'Information -
Informationsmarkt - Mercado de la Información -
Directorate-General Telecommunications, Information 
Industry and Innovation - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled / This newsletter contains 
articles in various languages on the IMPACT programme 
and the language industry 
CD-AD-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-5066 
Free of charge / Directorate-General Information Market 
and Innovation 
P57 Iron and steel - Monthly statistics (monthly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
DE/EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled / Glossary in nine 
languages 
CA-BA-89-000-3A-C ISSN 0378-7559 
ECU 46,50 / Single copy: ECU 3,50 
DE : 8 9 - P 2 8 . FR : 8 9 - P 7 9 
Money and finance (quarterly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN/FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: softcover / A translation of the 
whole text in the other languages is available from Eurostat 
CA-BQ-89-000-2A-C ISSN 0255-6510 
ECU 37 / Single copy: ECU 10,40 
FR : 89 - P60 
P59 Newsletter; innovation and technology transfer (5-6 issues 
per year) - Directorate-General Telecommunications, 
Information Industry and Innovation - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled / Supplement to Euro-
abstracts - A few articles in other languages (FR/DE/1T) 
CD-AJ-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0255-0806 
Free subscription except for yearly 5 ECU postal charge 
P60 Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices - All Institutions 
EN - microform 
FX-AC-89-OOO-EN-A 
ECU 247 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Directory of current Community legal instruments 
DA : 89 - P36, DE : 89 - P4, ES : 89 - Ρ19, FR : 89 - P53, 
GR : 89- Ρ15, I T : 8 9 - P 5 0 , NL : 8 9 - Ρ 6 1 , PT : 89 - Ρ60 
Official Journal of the European Communities, series C: 
Information and Notices (approximately daily) - All 
Institutions 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm 
FX-AC-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-6986 
ECU 355 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Directory of current Community legal instruments 
DA : 89 - P37, DE : 89 - P5, ES : 89 - P20, FR : 89 - P54, 
GR : 89 - Ρ 16, IT : 8 9 - Ρ 5 1 . NL : 89 - Ρ62, PT : 8 9 - P 6 1 
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P62 Annex to the Official Journal of the European Communities, 
series C - All Institutions 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
FX-AM-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-6986 
DA : 8 9 - P 3 8 , DE : 89 - P6, ES : 8 9 - P 2 1 , FR : 8 9 - P 5 5 , 
GR : 89 - Ρ 17, IT : 8 9 - P 5 2 , NL : 8 9 - P 6 3 , PT : 89 - P62 
P63 Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation - All Institutions 
EN - microform 
FX-AL-89-OOO-EN-A 
ECU 247 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Directory of current Community legal instruments 
DA : 89 - P39, DE : 89 - P7, ES : 89 - P22, FR : 89 - P56, 
GR : 89 - P18, IT : 8 9 - P 5 3 , NL : 89 - P64, PT : 8 9 - P 6 3 
P64 Official Journal of the European Communities, series L: 
Legislation íapproximately daily) - All Institutions 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm 
FX-AL-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-6978 
ECU 355 / Subscription comprises series L and C + 
Directory of current Community legal instruments 
DA : 89 - P40, DE : 89 - P8, ES : 89 - P23, FR : 89 - P57, 
GR : 8 9 - P 1 9 , I T : 8 9 - P 5 4 , NL : 89 - Ρ65, PT : 8 9 - Ρ 6 4 
P65 Supplement to the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, series S (approximately daily) - All 
Institutions 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7 cm / Publication of notices of public works 
contracts and public supply contracts and invitations to 
tender of the European Development Fund 
FX-AS-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-7273 
ECU 214,50 
DA : 89 - P41, DE : 89 - P9, ES : 89 - P24, FR : 89 - P58, 
GR : 89 - P20, IT : 89 - P55, NL : 89 - P66, PT : 89 - P65 
P66 Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
(irregular) - Economic and Social Committee 
EN - microform: 14,8 x 10,5 cm / Interinstitutional free 
periodical catalogue 
EY-CO-89-OOO-EN-A 
ECU 62 / Global subscription microfiche COM, EP 
and ESC: ECU 338 
DA : 8 9 - P 7 0 , DE : 89 - P74, ES : 89 - P25, FR : 8 9 - Ρ 1 , 
GR : 8 9 - P 2 , I T : 89 - Ρ66, NL : 8 9 - P I , PT : 8 9 - P 6 9 
P67 Opinions and reports of the Economic and Social Committee 
(irregular) - Economic and Social Committee 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled / Interinstitutional free 
periodical catalogue 
EY-CO-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0255-0717 
ECU 275 / Selective subscriptions - Global subscription 
Doc. COM, EP and ESC: ECU 1 500 
DA : 89 - P71, DE : 89 - P75, ES : 89 - P26, FR : 89 - P2, 
GR : 89 - P3 , IT : 89 - P67, NL : 89 - P2, PT : 89 - P70 
P68 Publications of the European Communities (quarterly) -
Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities 
EN : 17,6 x 25,0 cm : stapled / Bibliographic notices of the 
monographs, series and periodicals published by the 
Institutions of the European Communities 
FX-AH-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-0976 
Free of charge 
DA : 8 9 - P 3 5 , DE : 8 9 - P 8 3 , ES : 8 9 - P 7 0 , FR : 8 9 - P 7 1 , 
GR : 89- Ρ13, IT : 8 9 - P 7 1 , NL : 89 - P67, PT : 89 - P71 
P69 Quarterly national accounts - ESA (quarterly) - Statistical 
Office of the European Communities - Commission of the 
European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: stapled / Annual and quarterly trends 
in the main aggregates of national accounts, in volume and in 
price 
CA-BY-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 1010-1764 
ECU 18,50 / The subscription includes "Rapid reports: 
Economy and finance" 
DE : 8 9 - P 8 4 , FR : 8 9 - P 1 4 
P70 Recent publications on the European Communities received 
by the Library (12 issues + supplements) - Commission 
Library - Commission of the European Communities 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT- Year XXXI: 21,0 x 
29,7 cm : softcover 
CB-BJ-89-000-9A-C ISSN 0257-1080 
ECU 97,50 / Single copy: ECU 9,10 
DA : 89 - P67, DE : 89 - P60, ES : 89 - P72, FR : 89 - P72, 
GR : 89 - P30, IT : 89 - P72, NL : 89 - P69, PT : 89 - P72 
P71 Reports of Cases before the Court (irregular) - Court of 
Justice of the European Communities 
EN - Volume 1988: 16,2 x 22,9 cm: softcover 
DX-AB-88-00Ù-EN-C ISSN 0378-7591 
ECU 105 
DA : 89 - P76, DE : 89 - P66, ES : 89 - P73, FR : 89 - P73, 
GR : 8 9 - P 3 3 , IT : 89 - P74, NL : 8 9 - P 5 6 , PT : 8 9 - Ρ 12 
Ρ72 Results of the business survey carried out among 
managements in the Community (monthly) - Directorate-
General Economic and Financial Affairs - Commission of 
the European Communities 
DA/DE/EN/FR/IT/NL: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CB-AD-89-000-8A-C ISSN 0378-4479 
ECU 53 
DA : 89 - P75, DE : 89 - P32, FR : 89 - P74, IT : 89 - P76, 
NL : 8 9 - P 7 2 
P73 SCAD Bibliographic file (irregular) - Directorate-General 
Personnel and Administration; Central Documentation 
Service - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-BL-89-Õ00-EN-C ISSN 0256-7334 
ECU 166,50 / The subscription also covers series SCAD 
Bulletin and SCAD Bibliographies 
FR : 89 - P77 
P74 SCAD Bibliographies (irregular) - Directorate-General 
Personnel and Administration; Central Documentation 
Service - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover 
CB-BK-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0256-4254 
ECU 166,50 / The subscription also covers series SCAD 
Bulletin and SCAD Bibliographical Files 
FR : 89 - P75 
P75 SCAD Bulletin (weekly) - Directorate-General Personnel 
and Administration; Central Documentation Service -
Commission of the European Communities 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT: 21,0 x 29,7cm: 
softcover / Analytical bulletin mentioning the bibl. references 
of the main Community acts, the pubi, of the Eur. 
institutions and of articles from period. 
CB-BH-89-000-9A-C ISSN 0256-3096 
ECU 166 / The subscription also covers series SCAD 
Bibliographies and SCAD Bibliographical Files 
DA : 89 - P79, DE : 89 - P69, ES : 89 - P9, FR : 89 - P76, 
GR : 89 - P5 , IT : 89 - P6, NL : 89 - P75, PT : 89 - P9 
P76 La semaine européenne (hebdomadaire) - Bureau de 
Representation en France - Commission des Communautés 
européennes 
FR: 21,0 x 29,7 cm: feuillets mobiles 
CC-AV-89-OOO-FR-C 
Distribué par le Bureau de Représentation en France 
FR : 8 9 - P 7 8 
P77 Social Europe - General review (3 issues a year) -
Directorate-General Employment, Social Affairs and 
Education - Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: softcover 
CE-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0255-0776 
ECU 31 / Combined subscription (with supplements): 
ECU 76 / Single copy: ECU 11,30 
DE : 8 9 - P 7 3 , FR : 8 9 - P 4 1 
P78 Target 92 - Directorate-General Information - Commission 
of the European Communities 
EN : 21,0 x 29,7 cm / Monthly Newsletter on the Single 
Internal Market 
CC-AI-89-OOO-EN-C 
Free of charge 
DA : 89 - P73, DE : 89 - P62, ES : 89 - P69, FR : 89 - P64, 
GR : 8 9 - P 3 1 , IT : 8 9 - P 6 5 , NL : 8 9 - P 1 9 , PT : 89 - P68 
P79 Télex 12 (quinzenal) - Gabinete em Portugal - Comissão 
das Comunidades Europeias 
PT: 21,0 x 29,7cm: agrafado / Actualidade europeia / 
Sintese quinzenal 
CC-A Y-89-000-PT-C 
Gratuito / Distribuido pelo Gabinete em Portugal 
PT : 8 9 - P 8 0 
P80 Texts adopted by the European Parliament (irregular) -
European Parliament 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
A Y-CO-89-00T-EN-C ISSN 0256-9108 
ECU 26,30 
DA : 89 - P82, DE : 89 - P78, FR : 89 - P84, GR : 89 - P24, 
IT : 8 9 - P 8 4 , NL : 8 9 - P 7 8 
P81 Translation and Terminology Bulletin (3-4 issues) - Service 
Terminology - Commission of the European Communities 
ES/DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL/PT: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: 
softcover 
CB-BM-89-000-9A-C ISSN 0256-7873 
ECU 32 / Single copy: ECU 11,70 
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DA : 89 - P72, DE : 89 - P80, ES : 89 - P81, FR : 89 - P83, 
GR : 89 - P4, IT : 89 - P83, NL : 89 - P80, PT : 89 - P81 
P82 Unemployment (monthly) - Statistical Office of the 
European Communities - Commission of the European 
Communities 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7cm: stapled 
CA-BH-894)00-EN-C ISSN 0252-9920 
ECU 34,50 / Single copy: ECU 3,50 
DE : 89-PIO, FR : 89 - P9, IT : 89 - Ρ16 
P83 Vocational Training - Information Bulletin (three times a 
year) - CEDEFOP - European Centre for the Development 
of Vocational Training 
EN: 21,0 χ 29,7 cm : stapled 
HX-AA-89-OOO-EN-C ISSN 0378-5068 
ECU 12 / The subscription includes "Cedefop-News" / 
Single copy: ECU 5 
DA : 89 - P24, DE : 89 - P12, ES : 89 - P60, FR : 89 - P47, 
GR : 89 - Ρ14, IT : 89 - P49, NL : 89 - P7, PT : 89 - P75 
P84 Women of Europe / Information bulletin (twice monthly + 
supplements) - Directorate-General Information -
Commission of the European Communities 
EN: 21,0 x 29,7cm: stapled 
CC-AG-894Ì00-EN-C 
Free subscription except for yearly 7 ECU postal charge 
DA : 89 - P42, DE : 89 - P52, FR : 89 - P46, IT : 89 - P20, 
NL :89-P82 
P85 Ευρωπαϊκή επικαιρότητα (διμηνιαίο) - Γραφείο στην 
Ελλάδα - Επιτροπή των Ευρωπαϊκών Κοινοτήτων 
GR: 21,5 χ 29,7cm: άδετο / Περιοδικό 
CC-AM-894W0-GR-C 
Δωρεάν / Διατίθεται από το Γραφείο στην Ελλάδα 
GR :89-Ρ23 
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56 ALPHABETICAL INDEX 
Alphabetical 
index 
Association of the overseas countries and territories - French 
overseas departments / Compilation of texts 
- Volume XI 
Ausbildung der Ausbilder - Eine Dokumentation 
Auswahl und Entwicklung eines leicht zu verarbeitenden 
Elektrolyten für die Dekontamination durch Elektropolieren 369 
Β 
ABEL - Summary of the Official Journal - User manual 484 
Absorption heat pumps 258 
Academic year 1990-1991 416 
accessions to the European Communities (Documents concerning 
the 
- Volume II 4 
Acções da Comunidade Europeia em favor das pequenas e médias 
empresas - Manual prático - Portugal 188 
ACP - Basic statistics 435 
Les actions de la Communauté européenne intéressant les petites 
et moyennes entreprises - Manuel pratique - France 189 
Les actions de la Communauté européenne intéressant les petites 
et moyennes entreprises: manuel pratique 190 
L'activité internationale des institutions de crédit de la 
Communauté européenne 451 
Activities of the Commission of the European Communities in the 
fields of education, training and youth policy during 1987 
[Social Europe - Supplement: 422 
Acts of the Community institutions [Directory of Community 
legislation in force and other 
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